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FINAL REPORT

CONTRACT TITLE: The Collection of Statistics on the Frequency of Cloud Cover
Over North America

NUMBER: N00014-85-K-0581

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS: Edwin W. Eloranta
(608) 262-7327

and

Donald P. Wylie
(608) 263-7458
Space Science and Engineering Center
University of Wisconsin-Madison

CONTRACT MONITOR: Dr. P. F. Twitchell

TECHNICAL OBJECTIVES: To collect statistics on cloud cover and atmospheric
obstructions to lidar propagation.

APPROACH: We are using the GOES/VAS satellite for collecting statistics on
cloud cover. The VAS sensor on this satellite has 12 spectral channels which
can be used for defining the partially transmissive cirrus clouds. These
cirrus clouds have been confused with lower altitude opaque clouds in past
satellite studies. With the GOES/VAS system we are determining what
percentage of the cloud cover is partially transmissive. We have collected
1.75 years of data and are currently studying the geographic, seasonal and
temporal variations in cloud cover--both those that are transmissive and those
that are opaque to terrestrial radiation.

We are calibrating the satellite data with lidar data. The High Spectral
Resolution (HSRL) lidar measures the vertical profile of extinction of visible
lidar energy by clouds and other atmospheric obstructions. The extinction and
total optical depth measurements of the lidar are being compared to satellite
derived estimates of cloud emissivity and optical depth to calibrate the
satellite data so that geographical statistics of lidar attenuation can be
produced.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS DURING FY 1987: In FY 1987 we completed 1.75 years of

satellite observations. We found that the probability of clouds opaque to
terrestrial radiation is approximately 45 percent. Partially transmissive
cirrus clouds were found 25 to 35 percent of the time and no clouds (clear
skies) were detected 20 to 25 percent of the time. The desert southwest had
the least opaque cloud cover. Partially transmissive cirrus clouds also
varied geographically but the transmissive cirrus cloud cover was more uniform
than the opaque cloud cover. Diurnal and seasonal variances in cloud cover
also were found and are discussed in the attached papers (Appendices A and B).

We are in the process of analyzing our lidar data. We have data on
clouds with optical depths from 0.01 to 1.0. Many details of the spatial
structure of these clouds also have been revealed by the lidar data.
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Quantitative measurements of extinction and optical depth also have been made
of "invisible cirrus" clouds which can obstruct aircraft sensors. More
details are given in Appendices C and D.

SIGNIFICANCE OF RESULTS: We have found that partially transmissive cirrus
clouds account for a large fraction of the cloud cover reported by other
studies. This class of cloud cover does not fully block observing systems or
energy propagation. With the lidar data we intend to provide radiative
transfer information so that the potential obscuration to sensors or energy
transmission systems can be predicted.

FUTURE EFFORTS: We intend to continue enlarging our satellite and lidar data
sets. More data are needed to produce accurate statistics. We have just
begun examining cloud radiative transfer data from the HSRL lidar. Lidar-
satellite comparisons will be made in the upcoming year.

PUBLICATIONS:
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Grund, C. J., 1987: "Measurements of cirrus cloud optical properties by high
spectral resolution LIDAR, PhD thesis; Dept. of Meteor., University of
Wisconsin-Madison, 92 pp.
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Topical meeting on Laser and Optical Remote Sensing, Cape Cod, MA.

Grund, C. J. and E. W. Eloranta, 1987: "Optically significant cirrus couds
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.APPEt DIX A

Third Conference on Satellite M eor logy and Oceanography sponsored
i by the American Meteorological ciety, 31 January, 1988, Anaheim, CA

CLOUD COVER STATISTiCS FROM GOES/VAS

Donald P. Wylie, Peter Gri -

Space Science and Engineering Center
University of Wisconsin-Madison

Madison. Wiaos o in

W. Paul IenzetI I
NOAA/NESDIS Advanced Satellite Products Project

Madison. WJsconsin

1. lNTYODUICTION :2. CO TECHNIQUE DESCRIPTION
2

The frequency of occurrence of cirrus i The VAS radiometer detects infrared

clouds usually has been underestimated in cloud radiation in twelve spectral bands that lie

population studies. Satellite methods of between 3.9 and 15 microns at 7 or 14 km

snaly7ing cloud cover often mistake cirrus clouds resolution in addition to visible reflections at

fir lower level clouds or completely miss them. I km resolution. The 15 micron CO band channels .

because their infrared brightness temperatures provide a good sensitivity to the iemperature of
are warmer titan the temperature associated with relatively cold regions of the atmosphere. A %

their true altitudes. Thin cirrus are especially demonstration of the vertical resolution of the 00
hard to Identify on vrleble satellite images three relevant CO channels is given by the

because they reflect little solar radiation and temperatu-e profile weighting functions shown in

appear as dark or broken cloud fields. With the Fig. 1. Each curve in the figure shows the

inulti-epectral infrared sensor on the GOES-VAS sensitivity of the radiance observed in the

satellite the identification of most cirrus is spectral interval of the indicated channel to

now possible. local variations in atmospheric temperature. As

A techliqt.e for deriving cloud top aia- ay be seen. only clouds above the 350 ab level
tuiep fror tip VAS infrared sensor was developed will have strong contributions to the radiance to

by Menzel i1"?). It iF also applicatle to the i space observed by the 14.2 micron band (VAS

polar orbiting fligh-resolution Infrared Radio- channel 3). while the 14.0 micron band (VAS I
meter Sunder (hIRS). The technique takes channel 4) senses down to 700 ab and the 13.3

advantage of infrared channels witi. partial CO2  i micron band (VAS channel 5) senses down near the

abrorption where the different channels are surface of the earth. %

sensitive to different levels In the atmosphere.
This clouds appear on each chalel in proportion "I

to their level In the atmesphere. Low clouds 10 1f

will not appear Pt ll on the high level 2O %130 "
chanels, while Ihig, cluudc appear or, all ..p
chbinnela. Pv modelling tl,c upwelling infrared 50

radiation frorr the e.,rlf, atmuap-here system in 70

several VAS cI.3nnels Firjltaneoubly, it is 1oJ
poF.iile to infer the c,,od top heiglt Indepen-f.
dent of radiative tra.smnisivity of the cloud. 200 3 (14.2pm)
ThIs give the COI techniquje the ability to L1 zoo
distinguish thi, cirrus clouds that would normal-! cc

lv be missed by other techniques due to the

trAnqmitsFn of terreFtrial radiation through the 500 4 (140pm)

cirrus. 
4 ( "I"

The (' trhl 19iue h.is been installed on 700

tie M o-comptier InterrtJi% Data Access Syste. 050 5 (13.3pm)1000 "'

(M, fIAS) nt the nliveryftv of Wisconsin-Hadiso. 1 ._

It has been run operationally using the GOES-VAS .

innyprv Ptarting in Octber 198S. Statistics or. (AV[ICI TIy fUNCTION
cloud cover and ecppcilly cirruF cloud cover are (AUlTRAnY uNits) "

being gathered fnr the continental United rtates I Fig. 1. The terperature profile welFhting func-

an,! its bordering oceanF. This paper describes tion of radiance to space as a function of emit-

tfe te,-' ,'i'q.- it'd uor' cf ti5e first resuits of ting level for the VAS< C0, spectral hands centered

thjA pTr.ra . 9t 14.2. 14.0. and 13.3 uAcrons.
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To assign a cloud top pressure to a given cloud hCO 2 technique is Independent of the fractional
element, the ratio of the deviations in cloud loud cover; heights and effective cloud amounts

produced radiances, l(v). and the corresponding Fan be determined for partially cloudy FOVs. t
clear air radiances. I .(v). for two spectral owever. the CO technique sees only the highest
channels of frequency t and v2 viewing the same cloud and cannoi resolve multi-layer clouds.
field-of-view is written as ecause the VAS FOV resolution is coarse (14 km

for this work), very small element clouds are
P difficult to detect. Also, because the weightingE c dB[vT(p)] dp functions for the VAS channels are broad, there is

£ ) I() dp An inherent lack of vertical resolution in the
I(V1 ) - lcl(Vl) _ ___ _measurements. Nonetheless, reliable cloud statis-

j(, ) - p tics can be calculated with appropriate applics-
2 cl 2 ) C dB[v 2 ,T(p)] 'tion of the technique.

£ 2 T(v 2 ,P) dp dp Since October 1985, the VAS instrument on
P a ! oard GOES-6 has been programed to gather sound-,

4ng data over the United States at least twice
fIt this equation c is the cloud emittance, P the daily (near 1200 GMT and 0000 GMT) and as often as
surface pressure, P the cloud pressure. (v, p) four times daily (near 00, 0600, 1200, and 1800
the fractional tra~nmittance of radiation of :GT). The CO2 technique has been applied to these
frequency v emitted from the atmospheric pressure jdata routinely. In this study, radiances for
level (p) arriving at the top of the atmosphere ;three FOVes were averaged for cloud height and
(p - 0), and Blv,T(p)] is the Planck radiance of :.amount determinations (representing an area of 14
frequency v fur temperature T(p). If the frequen-, by 42 km at the satellite subpoint) at roughly 100
cies are close enough together, then t. a E,. and kman spacing. Surface observations were used to
one has an expression by which the pressure of Iadjust the global forecast temperature and mois-
the cloud within the field-of-view (FOV) can be I ,ture fields. No adjustments for topography were
specified. The left side of equation (1) is made. Transmittances were determined from line by
determined from the VAS observed radiances and :line calculations with the spectral response
clepr air radiances provided from spatial analy- functions for the appropriate VAS channels.
ses of VAS clear-sky radiance observations. The
right side of equation (1) is calculated from a 3. VALIDATION
temperature profile and the profiles of atmos-
pheric transmittance for the spectral channels as , Quantitative comparisons are shown in
a function of P , the cloud top pressure (dis- IFig. 2. The CO2 (or infrared window where
crete values at 150 mb intervals spanning 1000 to ;necessary for low clouds) cloud top pressures are
IOU ab are used). In this study, global forecast shown with the determinations from radiosondes.
tempfratulre and moisture fields from the National Cloud-top pressures are estimated from 1200 or
MeLeorological Center (NIC) are used. The 0000 GMT radiosonde temperature and dew point
optimt,m cloud top pressure is determined when the temperature profiles by noting where the dew point
absolute difference fright (vl, v2) - left (v, temperature profile becomes much drier as it
v Fc)[ is P minimum, emerges from the cloud and hence indicates cloud-

(here a cloud height has been determined, top pressure. Since the profile analysis is not
nn effective cloud amount can be evaluated from always definitive, a reliable radiosonde cloud
the infrared window channel data using the height determination is not always available,
relation especially in cirrus clouds. VAS observations

I(w) - Ic (w) were usually within 30 minutes of the raobs and
c Iwere gathered over a three month period. The; "I. , T(Pc

)
] I (w) ,1 TPC I- c1 range of VAS cloud top pressures is from the four

FOVs nearest to the radiosonde location. The VAS
lare ? ir, the fractional cloud cover within the I

huv, ft the effective cloud anmount, w represents
the win,1,,w channel frequency, and B[w, T(p c)] is
the opaq,,o rl ..d rldIance. c

ising tie ratios of radiances of the three I
C) 2  p ctral chanels, three separate cloud top I
pregsre c.n he determined (14.2/14.0, 14.0/
13 .3 . and l4'..7/13. 3) . if (I - I ) is within the
%olse resr,,ne of the Instrutrient k 1 aW -

sr
1 - cm ) the resultingF P is rejected. Using

the infrared window and the bhree cloud top
pressures, three effective cloud amount determina-
tions nre ma:de. As dercribed by Menzel (1983).
the most reprpsentntive cloud height and amount
are thlu. that best satisfy the radiative trans- b.

fer equs t Ion f,,r the three (A) channe is.
2cIf no ratio of radiances can be reliably I

calculat ed brcause (I - I ) 
is within the

instrimont noise level, tfen a cloud top pressure
Is calculnted diretly from the VAS observed 11.2,
micron Infrnred-window channel brightness tempera- ,,u
lere An! th, tvmpernt,,re profile. In this way Fig. 2. VAS versus radiosonde cloud top pressures
all ci,,,,,l, are nsl'nu.h a cloud top pressure 'observed during winter 1985-b6. Ri-iS difference is
eitl er hV( 'Ir loT rated-window calculations. 40 sub.

%, % %



cloud top pressures compare extremely well with !ABLE I. Cloud Statistics for Madison, Wisconsin
the radiosonde determinstions; they are within 40 ;-iN-90"W November 1985. 483 Observations in a
Sb ras of each other. it should be noted that x2" box over 19 days from 1500 to 1800 GMT.
most of the height determinations below 600 ab !
are infrared window calculations. Validation of Cloud Emisivity
the cirrus heights will be accomplished with Levelsb) 0.0-0.2 0.2-0.4 0.4-0.6 0.6-0.8 0.8-1.0
lidar determinations in future work. 100-199 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

1200-299 0 1 2 2 6
4. EXAMPLE STATISTICS 300-399 0 2 3 4 13

400-499 0 3 3 2 12
Cloud cover is a highly variable phenome- 500-599 0 1 1 1 6

non which depends heavily on the storm tracks and 600-699 0 0 1 1 11
other weather conditions. Detailed statistics of 700-799 0 0 0 0 9
the November 1985 cloud summary for two cities in 800-899 0 0 0 0 3
the midwestern United States (shown in Table 1) 900-999 0 0 0 0 1
provide an example of how cloud cover can vary :000-1099 12 0 0 0 0
over short distances. Madison, Wisconsin and otal 12% 7% 10% 10% 61%

Chicago. Illinois are separated by approximately
150 km. The statistics of the satellite cloud 12% Clear 27% Cirrus 61% Cloudy .7

observations for local noon (1800 GMT) are given 12"Cea

for ten intervals of cloud top altitude and for
five intervals of effective cloud amount or Cloud Statistics for Chicago, Illinois 42*N 88"W
emissivity. The left column gives the frequency November 1985. 408 Observations in a 2"x2' box
(f cloud reports by altitude regardless of the over 19 days from 1500 to 1800 GMT.
cloud amount/emissivity. The next five columns I

show the distribution of cloud reports for five Cloud Eaissivity
Intervals of cloud amount or emissivity. The low Level(mb) 0.0-0.2 0.2-0.4 0.4-0.6 0.6-0.8 0.8-1.0

cloud amount/emssivities (center columns) 100-199 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
indicate cirrus clouds which were partially 200-299 0 1 1 0 16
transmitting infrared radiation, while the right 300-399 0 1 2 1 11
column summarizes the reports of opaque clouds 400-499 0 1 3 1 4
that did not transmit upwelling radiation. The 500-599 1 1 1 1 5 F.
sum of the five right columns should account for 600-699 0 0 0 1 9
all of the cloud reports (100%). 700-799 1 0 0 0 8

Both cities experienced many days of deep 800-899 0 0 0 0 1
op.ni'e cloud cover. This is evident by the high 900-999 0 0 0 0 0

freqtiency of reports from 400 to 200 mb in the 1 1000-1099 29 0 0 0 0
luft column. Clear sky conditions were indicated Total 31% 4% 7% 4% 54%
by the l1 0o mb reports. Chicago had 29% clear
relrts, while Madison only had 12%. The frequen- 29% Clear 17% Cirrus 54% Cloudy
cv of cirrus cloud reports that partially trans-
mltte ,,[,welling infrared radiation (emissivities TABLE 2. Cloud Statistics for United States, 27'
less than .9) were also higher in Madison (27 to 51TN and 55' to 157°W for October 1985 thru
siu.med over columns 2 through 5) compared to October 1986 near 1800 GMT.
Chicag,, (lV ). The thicker opaque cloud cover

(right column) was also higher at 61' in Madison Cloud Emisslvity
rompared to 54. in Chicago. These differences Lev I(mb) 0.0-0.2 0.7-0.4 0.4-0.6-f.9 O.-.0

reflect the fact that the position of the polar 100-199 0% 0% V% 0% 0%
front and cycloue tracks were north of Chicago 200-299 2 2 2 2 2
during the month. 300-399 1 3 2 3 3

400-499 1 2 2 2 3

5. CF 'APHTCAI, COVERAGE 500-599 0 0 1 1 3
6U0-699 0 0 0 0 6 1 %

Stati,;tical results for the entire United 700-799 0 0 0 0 13
Sta rs rlus c,,astal oceans for 13 months (October 800-899 0 0 0 0 10

1985 t,, (,r,,er 86) are shown in Table 2 (coverage 900-999 0 0 0 0 5
lnclude- -' to "I'N latitude and 55' to 157°W 101.9-1099 27 0 0 0 0
longIttidu). Cloud height determinations were .Total 31% 7% 7% 8% 45%

made near I 011 i.Mf using the VAS radiances (the %

stat isti, ! reflect over 984,000 determinations). 29% Clear 26% Cirrus 45% Cloudy
1le most irm(diate finding is that 26' of the '
area was covercf with thin or cirrus clouds.
Appro,>iratly /.,! of the United States was

cOver.d with 0l1,. epaqwn r ,-t"ds and truly clear
spv cfnitins vccurred about 29% of the time. %

The cl,,,d top pre .,iree were distributed with 1OZ:

nlve Itl rb. 2i between 3(10 and 500 mb, m 40%

between 'I-0 nQd Qn1 rrh, and 29% at the surface

(clear sl'v colIt li) . The thin clouds were
l,': v al,,'C ' % I,u .

"ih ,'Prailih. ,0 distributien of cloudy,
i rr r,-' t I. ir s;v conditlons for the year of

1-t ober 1l'. t . ,o rt,, 1 9R,. is surmarized in

or % %

J-2 h& J%
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Fig. 3. All reports inaide 2* latitude by 2*
longitude box*@ for each day at 1800 GMT were .

averaged together to produce the cloud
statistics. Cloudy indicates all reports with 6

cloud amounts/ emiasivities greater than 0.95 in 60

Fig. 3a. Cloud reports with cloud amounts/
emisivities less than 0.95 were sumarized as

cirrus in Fig. 3b. and clear sky reports are
sumfarized in Fig. 3c. A large change In cloud
cover with latitude is apparent. The states of
Arizona and New Mexico in the central southern
United States has the lowest frequency of cloudy
conditions and the highest frequency of clear
conditions. The frequency of clear reports 3

reinforces the descriptor "Sun Belt" associated
with southern states bordering Mexico. Transmis-
sive cirrus clouds (Fig. 3b) were found at all
locations in frequencies of 10 to 30%. The WI Probability of Opaque Cloud Cover (%)
hiphest occurrences were in the northwestern
moiitain states of Utah. Colorado. and Wyoming.
An Increase in cirrus reports with latitude also
Is apparent.

6. C(NCI.lUSIONS

34 3

This is a preliminary report of an ongoing ,IV

study of cloud cover. Definitive conclusions on 30 26

cloud cover statistics must wait until sore years I
of data are compiled. However, these statistics \L LI

for one year show results which have been reason-
nbly anticipated. The most obvious finding of I
this study is the high Incidence of thin cirrus 2--0

clouds. rirrus clouds have been given little
attention in the past because they do not yield -to

preci,tat ion or damaging weather. But they do 3 2
have a large impact on the radiative balance of
the earth. Thin cirrus allow solar heating yet G ,.

at te sme imetrap upvel ling terrestrialat thre same t lime trpuw]ln tretil( Probability of Cirrus Clouds (%)-"
infrared radiation. Our cloud statistics P.y.C

indicate tint thin cirrus (cloud amount/
emigFivitics lesq than 0.95) occur 15 to 40% of
the time rver the United States. Thus, they are
very numerouts and must have a large effect on the / ,.

heat balatce of the earth. 50 352D

Men7el W. P., W. L. Smith, and 1'. R. Stewart. ,AD .
1983: Iproved cleud motion wind vector
and alt itid. assignment using V'AS. J. - -

Clim. _l. Meteor. 22, 377-384. //,
258. Avy ':r :lIt ' g ; ig 2

[I'i' ,Alr gratefully acknowledge the o0
eff,,rtr of Xr. VII i am SrItlh, Jr. who performed "r\
m,,,t ef thv data prou'qsirg presented here. This
resenrhi wa. s,;,I-r1Pd by Krant NOOl-87-K-0436 _____,__".___-__-I

from thw Office of Naval Research. Probability of Clear Sky (1)

'Fig. 3. Geographic distributi,;; cf V
;tions of cloudy (a), cirrus (b), azi clcar () sky
iconditions for October 1985 thru Octo'!er 1966.

.
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Cloud cover statistics using VAS

D. r. Wylie and W. P. Menzell

Space Scienc-e atid Itigineering'Center, NOAA/NESDIS Advanced Satellite Products Project1

1225 West DAYton Street, Madison, Wisconsin 53706

ARSTRACT

Stat-istics of clouid characteristics over North America have been calculated for the past
two ye-ars. The fretluency of cloud cover with the associated heights and infrared attenua-
tion were charted %%sing the Co channel radiometric data from the geostationary VISSR
Atmospioric Sounder (VAS).' Cllud top pressures were determined fron the ratio of VAS CO2
chaiinell raidl'itees in a radiative transfer equation formulation. Cloud ernissivities were
tlii~ valrulated front infrared window channel observations. CO techniques derived heiqht
and emissivily assiqsiments, have been found to he reliable in ail cloud types, including thin
cirrus clouds where other techniques have been inconsistent. Observations sincc 1985
revealed ilhao 25% to 35% of the United States was covered with thin clouds (radiative
atteeittatirin was less than 95t), 45% was covered with thick, opaque clouds, and 20% to 30%
had clear sky conditions. Geogrtaphical distribution of cloud cover shows a latitudinal
deprnd-ice mainly over the Pacific Ocean. Moderate seasonal and diurnal changes were also
folln'l.

1. INTRODUCTION

The frequenicy of cirrus clouds usually has been underestimated in c)oud population
studies. Satellite methiods of analyzing cloud cover often mistake cirrus clouds for lower
level clouids or completely miss them, because their infrared brightness temperatures are
warmer than tile temperature associated with their true altitudes. Thin cirrus are
especially hard to identify on visible satellite images because they reflect little solar
radiation aiid appear as dlark or broken cloud fields. With the multispectral infrared sensor
oil Ih,. (;OLS-VAS satellite, the identification of most cirrus is now possible.

A techniqiie for dorivinq cloud top altitudes from the VAS infrared sensor was developed
by n~i.l(111113).1 IL is also applicable to the polar orbiting Iligh-resolution TsJfrare~ I

5.udor(11115 .The technique takes advantage of infrared channels with partial
co alisrrpt ion whenre the different channels are sensitive to different levels in the atmos-
I'l. 1.. 'Ihun, clouids appear en each channel in proportion to their level in the atmosphere.

1.wr-oxidln will not appear at all on the high level channels, while high clouds appear on
al I harnnl,in fBy modelling the upwelling infrared radiation from the earth atmosphere
qy.tr n i. svoral VAS clinnels simultaneously, it is possible to infer the cloud top height
iiidpj,lii-trr -f radiative transmissivity of the cloud. This gives the CO technique the
ability to~ .lin.tiiintuh thin cirrus clouds that would normally be missed ti other techniques
(Ili(- to, kh- Liaiistilissirin of terrestrial radiation through the cirrus.

'Il (1I Ie'*Iiniqito has been installed on the Man computer Interactive Data Access System
(ficliliv:) 't thf- Univorsity of Wisconsin-Madison. It has been run operationally using the

I;'II~-vAS iq~,n1 y startinug in October 1985. Statistics on cloud cover and especially cirrus
('1011. otivoI are being( qatliered for the continental United States and its bordering oceans.*

lii';pi c- .r~ei~1;the techniques and some of the first results of this program.

2. TECIINTQIJE DESCRIPTION

*llm VA ; radliometer detets infrared radiation in 12 spectral bands that lie between 3.9
-nd 1'*i mi-'ronis at 7 or 14 km resolution in addition to visible reflections at I km
reso Iiti ion. The 15 micron CO band channels provide a good sensitivity to the temperature
oir relat ively cold regions of 2the atmosphere. A demonstration of the vertical resolution of
ther thrro ielevant CO) channels is given by the temperature profile weighLinq functions
silown ill rig. 1. Fac?. curve in the figure shows the sensitivity of the radiance observed in
the specvtral interval of the indicated channel to local variations in atmospheric tempera- V
tulre. A~s way be soen, only clouds above the 350 mb level will have stronq contributions to
thre r..dini to space- observed hy the 14.2 micron band (VAS channel 3), while the 14.0
micron hall, (V'AS channel 4) senses down to 700 mb and the 13.3 micron band (VAS channel 5) %-
sotnsf-s down ne-ar the surface of the earth.

'1,j -';itn a cloud lop pressure to a given cloud element, the ratio of the deviations in
g-lotidl prodIuc-ed indiancos, I(") , and the corresponding clear air radiances, I (v), for two
spi.tctrail channeols of trequency v, and v2 viewing the same field-of-view is written as

i.

I...
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WEIGIhTING FUNCTION
(ARBITIAY UNITS)

Fiquip 1. The, temperature profile weighting function of radiance, to space as a function of
eciiitiliq level for tile VAS CO2 spectral bands centered at 14.2, 14.0, and 13.3
augrrins 2

P C dBrv1 , T(p)J

7 -~ I"1 fv E ci f -rIV 1 p) dp dp

1v 2 1clIv '2 P cIr p dB[v 2 " TIP)J
S2 P 2 dp dN

in this equiation, c in th4- cloud emissivity, P the surface pressure, P cthe cloud pressure,
i (u,p) the fr actijonal transmittance of radiati~n of frequency v emitted from the atmospheric
pressir.' le-vol 1j'4 arriving at the top of the atmosphere (p - 0), and Bfv,r'(p) I is the
Planck radiance of frequency v for temperature T(p). If the frequencies are close enough
toeheth l r , and one has an expression by which the pressure of the cloud within

te eu-oif-vi -1 % can be specified. The left side of equation (1) is determined from
lhe VAS ohlived raiances and clear air radiances provided from spatial analysas of VAS
rlear-sky iaidiaiirp obsfzrvations. The right side of equation (1) is calculated from a
treiniterat tre profil- anu(] the profiles of atmospheric transmittance for the spectral channels
aa 1 1uurI ii of r the- cloud top pre-nsure (discrete values at %50 mb intervals spanning

10000 tt Hil ...h ait ~'l In this study, global forecast temperature and moisture fields
from the Wit iurnul Meteorological Center (NMC) are used. The optimum cloud top pressure is
detormgined wheni the ah-olute difference Iriqht Gv1 ' '2) left G 1 # v2 ' P c)I is a minimum.

nc. a cloud eiql has been determined, an effective cloud amount (also referred to as
effective eii-ivity in this paper) can be evaluated from the infrared window channel data
usinq thle i at in

1(w) - l ( w)
C (2)

P~w, iP I - I(w)

hepre N i tIC- fr.act ional cloud cover within the FOV, Nc the effective cloud amount, w
rrpi ii s i Itoe wi n-uiw channelI f r oqu nry . and 14 w . T (P c )] is the opaque cloud radiance.

hI t, h, iro tes o f r ad ianres of t he t hree CO spectral channels, three separate cloud
tip.1 pr . 'i is ca n he de I orv;,i ned (14 .2 /14. 0, 14 .0?3. 3, and 14. 2/13. 3) . If (I - I )is
withir, I.l- i~ rrcr-enqe of the Instrument (,.1 mW m - r -cm

t ) the resulting P is.c
rejcI. i.ij(lie infrared window and the three cloud top pressures, three effective

ci i a' i '.1~-ya at nsare made. As described by Menzel (1983) , the most representative
c I- It. 11)1i11 all.iuait Are those that best satisfy the radiative transfer equation for the

i re' Cof i-n ,Ie
1

.

hr fi J tailiances can be reliably calculated because (1 - I ) is within the
inntrin-ji iteiel, then a cloud top pressure is calculated direc~iy from the VAS

Cihncrrvo-l I1 I.. ntiron infrared-window channel brightness temperature and the temperature
ptit fi I,. li thi!- woiy. oll cloiuds are assigned a cloud top pressure either hy Co 2 o r

11i, 1- .,hili~isae is~ inde-pendent of the fractional cloud cover, heights and effective
rlii- iw. (iiii, .iii I,,- delrerii.,,ned for partially cloudy FOVS. However, the Co technique sees
oliiy i Ili hiji-e clmiud and cannot resolve multi-layer clouds. Because the ?As l'ov

% %, %1 % %% ~ ~ % . -*. .
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resilit ioii i:n oiarse 114 km for this work), ,ery small element clouds are difficult to

fletett . Alnir, h-r.iuAe tile weightinq functions for the VAS channels are broad, there is an
inherent lrlt-. of vertical resolution in the measurements. Nonetheless, reliable cloud
statistics can be calculated with appropriate application of the technique.

Sinco Octoher 1985, the VAS instrument on board GOES-East has been programmed to gather
xounding data over the United States at least twice daily (near 1200 GMT and 000 GMT) and as
often as four times daily (near 600, 1200, 1800, and 0000 GMT). The CO technique has been
applied to these data routinely. In this study, radiances for three FO~s were averaged for %

cloud height and amount determinations (representing an area of 14 by 42 km at the satellite %
subpolnt) at roughly 100 km spacinq. Surface observations were used to adjust the global
forecast temperature and moisture fields. No adjustments for topography were made.
Transmitlances were determined from line-by-line calculations with the spectral response
finet ions for the appropriate VAS channels.

3. VALIDATION

Quantitative coaparisons are shown in Figure 2. The CO (or infrared window where
nePessary for low clouds) cloud top pressures are shown wi~h the determinations from
radiflsoiiles. Cloud-Lop pressures are estimated from 1200 or 0000 GMT radiosonde temperature
and Jew point Lemsperali tre profiles by noting where the dew point temperature profile becomes
niulitc drier as it emerges from the cloud and hence indicates cloud-top pressure. Since the
profile analysis is not always definitive, a reliable radiosonde cloud height determination
is not always available, especially in cirrus clouds. VAS observations were usually within
30 lititites of lhe raobs and were qathered over a three month period. The ranqe of VAS cloud
top prossurvq is fronm the four FOVs nearest to the radiosonde location. The VAS cloud top
prpssiiyrs compare extremely well with the radiosonde determinations; they are within 40 mb
rms (if each other. It should be noted that most of the height determinations below 600 mb
are infrared window calculations. Validation of the cirrus heights has been started by
companing with lidar determinations.

300.
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Figur.' 2. VAS versus radiosonde cloud top pressures observed during winter 1985-86. PiME

differences is 40 mb.

4. MFAN STATISTICS

Cloud cover is a highly variable phenomenon which depends heavily on the storm tracks and

other weather conditions. A statistical summary of all the cloud observations mad( fro.T
October 1915 through October 1987 are shown in Table I. They cover the area from 271 to
5]N lal itude and 55* to 150*W longitude. Over 2.7 million observations were collected.
The cloud top pressure determinations were subdivided into ten vertical levels from 100 mb
to 100( nib in each row of Table 1. tHigh clouds above 300 mb comprised 11% of the
observations. 421 were between 300 snb and 600 mb. Low clouds below 800 mb were found 171
of the tinti. Clear sky conditions, labelled as 1000 mb, were found 30% of the time.

The effective cloud emissivities were subdivided into five intervals shown in each column
of Tattle ]. The right column contains the opaque or near opaque cloud observations. W,.

consider efoect iye emissivity observations greater than 0.95 to be opaque clouds since the
clnud tor height derived from equation (1) is very close to the height derived from the
wial.tiw rhlut,,ei by itself. The other four columns separate the cloud height reports Ly
effect iv,, umissivlties ranging from the thin low emissivity clouds on the ]cft to the
thick high emissivity clouds on the right.

%I

%--'
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Table 1. Cloud Statistics for the United States

27* t( 51N and 5S to 150*W for October 1985 through October 1 Q87
Fffctive Emissivity

Level (nib) 0.0-0.2 0.2-0.4 0.4-0.6 0.6-0.95 0.95-1.0
100-19 0 % 0 % 0 1 0 I 0 %
200-299 2 3 2 2 2
300-399 1 3 3 3 3
400-499 0 1 2 2 2
50n-5,)9 0 0 1 1 2
600-699 0 0 0 0 6
700-799 0 0 0 0 12
800-899 0 0 0 0 1?
900-999 0 0 0 0 5
1000 (clear) 30 0 0 0 0

33 7 11 8 % 8 1 44 %
30% Clear 26% Cirrus 44% Cloudy

Cirrus clouds are defined as observations with effective emissivities less than 0.95.
26% of our observations fell into this category. They were found from 200 to 600 mb.
Clouds opaque to infrared radiation with effective emissivities greater than 0.95 (right
celtan) were fotiid 44t of the time. The remaining observations, 1000 mb (clear sky), were

found 30% of theL time. Thus, 70% of the satellite observations over North America for the
past two years found clouds.

5. GEOGRAPHICAL COVERAGE

The qeocjrapical distributions of cloudy, cirrus and clear sky conditions from October
1q95 tlhrouitih october 1987 are summarized in Figure 3. All reports inside 20 latitude by 2s
longittid boxes were averaged together to produce the cloud statistics. The opaque cloud
cover panel (Figure 3A) shows the probability of finding cloud cover with effective
emisivity >0.95. Clotud reports with effective emissivities <0.95 were called cirrus clouds
(probabilities are shown in Figure 38). The probability of clear sky conditions (no
etprct.-ihl, cloud) are shown in Figure 3C. Opaque cloud cover shows large qeographical

chaiqs betweor the desert states of Arizona and New Mexico and the rest of the country. ,.
The clear sky probabilities reinforce the descriptor "sun belt" associated with the
soulh.,)n rt:ites of the I.S. Transmissive cirrus clouds were found in all locations, more
freqoently in tho northwestern mountain states (Utah, Colorado, and Wyoming) and less
frr,],nl ly ,vrr the stbtropical Pacific Ocean.

6. SEASONAL CHANGES

le,-e,,~ia, lniuiry rnd rebruary observations were averaged for one winter. June, July and %
Auqii,;t tsl'iI iens wes averaged for two summers. The results are shown in Table 2.

r'wpr hf'I,i. w.-re fo u d in the summer than in the winter. Opaque clouds comprised 50% in
the winter ;,id droppeid to 43% in the summer. Non-opaque cirrus were found 31% of the time
ini the winter while they were found only 26% of the time in the summer. Clear sky
olbservat iiis increased from 19% in the winter to 31% in the summer.

Table 2. Winter to Summer Seasonal Changes in Mean Cloud Cover

for 27"-51*N, 55*-150W
WiJnter Summer

Cirrii, c oIi ,, 31 % 26 %
Opaquli)e cloiids 50 1 43 %
CIl(', kics 19 % 31 %

The in,.n hliiqht of non-opaque cirrus observations also changed between the winter and
sumnner seasons. The mean height of all non-opaque cirrus observations is shown in Figure
4A. Thi cirrtus cloud tops appear to be lowest in the Rocky Mountains where an average
height of 400) wh was found (this could change if topography were taken into accolint in the
,)]gotithi),). 11ighet cirrus cloud top averages were found east of the Rockies (340 rb) and
over the oceniis (320 mb).%

Thenr. hoiiqit averages were lower in the winter than in the summer. Generally, 50 to 100
nib chanqe o(:curred in the average height over most of the continental United States (see %
Figure 41). 'he )argest changes were In the Ohio Valley and the smallest changes were in
the Pacific northwestern states. r

7. DIURNAL CIIANGES

MKde(ratFe Ii]iiinAl changes were found in the cloud data from the past two years (see Table
3). Op'[)p1, t'hii.I cover over the study area changed from a maximum of 45% at I1:00 GMT to a
minimum of 37% at 0t6:00 GMT. Non-opaque cirrus had smaller changes on the average. They

%.
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congl i 21~o to 24% of the data for all times sampled , except at 00:00 GMT when 2P% wore
fcoiiiid . ch-r sky ohonervations had diurnal fluctuations similar to the opaque clouds
chinuqincg fromi 11% at 111:00 GMT to 39% at 06:00 GMT. The largest diurnal changes were found
(birinq th tc ,urrnmr soason. 

*

Ca~oyiapIrically, thre largest diurnal changes in transmissive cirrus observations occurred
alongq the Guilf coastal states and in the Rocky Mountains (see Figure 5). In the Gulf coast
and Colorado whore rirrus cloud observations increased over the day, the opaque cloud
oh)!-erv.it ions decre-ased.%

B. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONSb

This is a preliminlary report of an ongoinq study of cloud cover. Definitive conclusions&-
onl cl4iid ro(ver statist-ics must wait until more years of data and more analyses are
ComInu iI . tt',wpver, some interest ing trends are emerging. The most obvious finding is the
hri;ght juiiiorr- of transnrisrive cirrus clouds. Cirrus clouds have been given little
att"11i' ii ill the past lIvcause they do not yield precipitation or damaginq weather, but they
have a lairge impact on atmospheric radiation.
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.;,,graphic] distribution of the diurnal change in the probability of cirrus
observations (p.m. minus a.m.J for summer.

'l'ics. c1,,td slatistics for October 39R5 through October 1987 indicate that transmissive

cirrits orci 25 to 35% of the time over the continental United States. Small seasonal and

d]iiiil chaniges in the freqwiency of cirrus clouds (about 5%) were not strongly connected

with Ilhose of opaque clouds (about 8%). This suggests that cirrus can be related to large

scale syjopt it patterns and are not always directly related to other cloud types.
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Lidar Observations of Cirrus Cloud Parameters
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Abstract

Cirrus cloud observations obtained with the University of Wisconsin High Spectral
Resolution Lidar and High Performance Nd:Yag lidar are presented. These include accurate
determination of the optical depths, backscatter phase functions, three-dimensional spatial
structure and internal wind fields.

1. INTRODUCTION

Cirrus clouds exert an important Influence on the earth's radiation balance by
reflecting incoming solar radiation and trapping outgoing terrestrial radiation. Crystal
fallout from these clouds can seed underlying supercooled water clouds producing
precipitation. The influence of these clouds can profoundly effect a wide range of remote
sensors which attempt to look either up through the cloud at objects above the atmosphere,
or down from space at objects below the clouds. Scattering and absorption In the cloud
attenuates radiation from the target. Thermal radiation from the cloud and scattering of
ambient radiation provides increased background noise. Image contrast and the divergence
of transmitted optical beams can be adversely affected by the multiple scattering effects
of intervening cirrus clouds. Despite the importance of cirrus cloud effects they are our
least studied and most poorly understood common cloud form. Many basic questions remain
unanswered: we have only rudimentary forecast capabilities, we suspect that subvisible
clouds which may have important optical effects occur frequently, we know little about
cloud geometry, less about statistics of cloud free lines of sight and very little about
the optical properties of these clouds.

The difficulty of making measurements at cirrus altitudes has hampered
observations. Recent improvements in both active and passive remote sensors along with a
growing realization of the importance of these clouds has sparked new interest in this
research topic. This paper presents the preliminary results of one type of observation.

2. LIDAF EQUIPMENT

The University of Wisconsin operateE. twc lidar systems with unique capabilities;
one which can make unambiguous remote mpasurements of optical extinction and backscatter
cross sections, and a second system which can acquire high spatial resolution, three-
dimensional pictures of atmosphere structure.

The High Spectral Resolution Lidar (HSRL) uses the Doppler broadening of signals 4,
scattered from air molecules to distinguish molecular scattering from aerosol scattering.
Since the molecular backscatter cross section can be calculated from an atmospheric density
profile, the molecular component of the lidar return can be used as a calibration target
which is available everywhere in the scanned volume. Backscatter measured from this known
target then allows direct calculation of the optical extinction and the backscatter cross
section. While the HSRL was designed primarily for the characterization of boundary layer ,5
aerosol scattering, we have adapted the system to the demanding task of cirrus
measurements.

The molecular scattering CoM11',Tnt of lidar return, which provides the HSRL
calibration, becomes difficult to measure inside the cirrus cloud. This occurs because %
cirrus clouds have typical altitudes of up to 15 km producing four deleterious effects: %..

1) the signal Is reduced by the additional range to the target, 2) the reduction in air r
density decreases the molecular scattering cross section, 3) the lower temperature reduces
the spectral width of the Doppler-broadened molecular scattering making it more difficult
to separate from the unbroadened aerosol component, and 4) the backscatter cross section
of the cloud Is typically very much larger than the molecular cross section, thus requiring
very accurate inversion of the lidar signals to separate the molecular scattering from the
cloud scattering. V

The U1W Nd:Yag lidar has been designed to raply scan large atmospheric volumes in

order to provide three-dimensional maps of aerosol structure. This lidar has a large aper-

r 3,=
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ture (0.5m), rapid angular scanning capability (25 deg/sec). high average power (25 Watts),
fast pulse repetition rate (30 Hz) and capablllty to store large quantities of data on a
2.6 gigabyte capacity write once optical disk system. These characteristics allow
observation of cirrus cloud geometries with unprecedented spatial and temporal resolution.

3. OBSERVATION PROGRAM

The HSRL was operated for a total 124 hours during the FIRE field experiment during
the period of October 15 to November 2. 1986. with periodic operations adding another 65
hours in the period between the experiment and Dec. 1, 1987. During all of these
observations the HSRL was operated from a site on the campus of the University of Wisconsin I
in Madison, Wisconsin.

The Nd:Yag lidar was operated as a part of the NASA FIFE experiment from a site
Just south of Manhattan, Kansas during the period from June 30 to July 9, 1987. From
September 23 to November 6, 197 this lidar was operated from a field site approximately 30
miles south of Madison, Wisconsin. During of these measurement campaigns the lidar was
used for both the observation of cirrus clouds and the atmospheric boundary layer. In this
paper we report on the cirrus cloud measurements.

4. MEASURED OPTICAL PROPERTIES

The HSRL has been used to measure optical depths, mean backscatter phase functions
and backscatter cross section profiles in cirrus clouds. Results of these measurements
will be presented in this paper. Figure 1 provides a typical example of the backscatter
cross section profile measured In an optically thin cirrus cloud. Table I summarizes
optical characteristics thus far established for cirrus clouds observed as part of the FIRE
experiment.

X|0-5 Backscatter X-Section (M-'5p-'l 16:2S CGM 10/31/86

0.15

0.10-

.4-

0.05

0.0

-0.05 
, 12 1

Al ti tui (Km}

Fig. 1 Autumn "warm sector" cirrus backscatter cross section profile. The two layer
structure is often observed in this type of formation. ,.

Table 1: HSRL Measured Cirrus Cloud Optical Properties

Date Time Altitude Optical a( )/4- T
GMT km Thickness Sr -1  C0

10/27/86 23:00 8.0 .03 + .006 .028 -32.6

10/31/86 14:25 10.5 .11 + .037 .030 -59.0
10/31/86 15:05 10.2 .09 + .034 .032 -51.5

10/31/86 15:45 9.1 .12 + .049 .024 -41.5
10/31/86 16:25 8.6 .07 + .032 .039 -38.0
10/31/86 16:25 12.1 .02 + .012 .023 -66.5

10/31/86 17:05 8.8 .05 + .019 .034 -39.3

10/31/86 17:05 12.1 .01 + .007 .045 -66.5



Observations of Cirrus backscatter phase functions made by Platt and Dilley show
a marked dependence on cloud temperature. Our HSRL derived backscatter phase functions
made over Madison. Wisconsin have thus far provided no evidence to support a cloud
temperature dependence (see fig. 2).

Backscatter Phase Function vs. Temperature
0.07-

1 HSRL
cn 0.06-m 0.6 •Platt Dilley

C .0
"u 0.04

U

~0.03-
2 0.03

0.02 -
S0.01

-70 -60 -50 -40 -30

Temperature (C)

Fig. 2. The relationship of Fa(r)/4r to temperature as reported by Platt & Dilley is
compared with the independent HSRL measurements acquired during FIRE. A clear
cut relationship between backscatter phase function and temperature is not
apparent in the latter data set. Mie calculations show that an ensemble of
liquid water spheres with an average size parameters of 500 could be expected to
exhibit a backscatter phase fun~ction of .C72 SR-1 .2

In our presentaticn, we will show examples of zenith angle specular backscatter from
oriented ice crystals observed with the Nd:Yag system. In some cases the cone of enhanced
backscatter exhibits 1/e full widths on the order of i degree, indicating crystals with
large, h rizortally-oriented flat facer. The presence of these sporadic, localized regions
of specular reflection indicates the heterogeneous nature of ice crystal scattering
properties within the cloud.

5. STRUCTURE OF CIRRUS CLOUDS

Preliminary examination of data acquired with the new UW Nd:Yag lidar has revealed
organized cirrus cloud structure on scales ranging from our minimum resolution of 10 meters
to the largest scales thus far observed of 50 km.

Casual 'eyeball' observations reveal that cirrus clouds frequently have complex
three dimensional shapes. With conventional Instruments it is difficult to map this
structure. Even with a high repetition rate lidar, it is difficult to scan a sufficiently
large volume in a short enough time to produce 3-D images which incorporate the large range
of spatial scales represented by the clouds. The time available to generate an image is
limited by the rapid motion and temporal evolution of the clouds.

Using the new UW Nd:Yag lidar we have begun studies of the 3-dimensional structure
of cirrus clouds. In one type of observation, the lidar scans two orthogonal plan-s which
cross at the zenith. One plane is approximately aligned with the mean motion of the cirrus
and the other is perpendicular to the motion. This scan pattern allows construction of
three dimensional pictures of cirrus clouds. the high repetition rate of this lidar allows
a pair of scan planes to be completed in 30 seconds, with each plane showing a segment 8 kr
long at the cloud altitude. Height resolution of 15 meters Is coupled with horizontal
resolutions on the order of 20 meters. To observe larger spatial scales, a 60 km long
section of cloud can be scanned in approximately 30 seconds, with only minor degradation in
resolution. Space-time correlations can be used to provide the vertical profiles of the
horizontal wind in the clouds as well as to investigate the scale sizes of the cloud
structure. In the simplest 3-D display mode the two intersecting scan planes can be
combined in perspective views and successive image pairs displayed to provide a time lapse
movie of the cirrus structures. A display of this type will be included in our
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presentation. At our laboratory we have also combined these Images into true 3-D displays
using cross polarized images for left and right eyes coupled with eyeglass filters.
Additional 3-D depictions are planned using the cross-wind pictures and the measured wind
speed to build 3-D volume filling images.

Observations of the cirrus clouds with our Nd:Yag lidar show considerable
variability In the spatial structure of the clouds. Since this lidar is new, beginning
operations in June of 1987, our data sample is rather small; It appears, however, that the
cirrus clouds resulting from cumulonimbus formations tend to be different from clouds
formed as a result of other processes. Many of the 'anvil cirrus' clouds are strongly
layered with thin stable layers interspaced with thin apparently turbulent layers. The air
mass cirrus developments observed during the Wisconsin fall often have much greater
vertical extent with Individual vertically developed structures embedded in the layer.
These clouds often have thicknesses of several kilometers. These differences may be due to
the fact that the vertical growth of cumulonimbus clouds is only halted by very stable air
above the tropopause. The cirrus clouds are thus injected into a very stable regime often
characterized by large wind shear; this stability coupled with the shear then produces the
Interspaced turbulent and stable layers. It seems likely that the air mass cirrus are
produced In layers which are convectively unstable thus producing the greater vertical
development.
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II. Instrument Theory .4

* .-.

This chapter has been included to offer the reader an introduction to the ,,-.

basic principles of litar measurements, to define the quantities measured

*by lidar systems, wr I to establish the basis for HSRL measurements and."'"

.I.o . m

calibration. Part A v' esents the basic operational lidar equations, while part -' .

B will cover the calibration theory. The reader with a minimal interest n
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MEASUREMENT OF CIRRUS CLOUD OPTICAL PROPERTIES Y

HIGH SPECTRAL RESOLUTION LIDAR .

Christian John Grund

Under the supervision of Dr. Edwin Walter Eloranta and Professor James Adolf Weinman

Lidlar backscatter signals are generated by scattering from both molecules and particles. .. '

The spectral distribution of light scattered by molecules is Doppler-broadened by rapid,

thermally induced, molecular motions. Light scattered by aerosols and cirrus particles is

essentia, i unshifted because of the relatively slow Brownian motion of particles. Using this

difference, the High Spectral Resolution Lidar (HSRL) interf erometnically separates particulatei '

from molecular backscatter. By using the distribution of molecular scattering as a known

target, the HSRL achieves unambiguous, calibrated measurements of atmospheric ..

extinction, backscatter cross section, and backscatter phase function. v

The HSRL was used during the FIRE IFO experiment (Oct.-Nov. 1986) to observe the ,'

optical properties and occurrence of cirrus clouds at Madison, Wisconsin. Significant•

improvements in instrument and calibration technique were accomplished which enab~led the."-[-

HSRL to perform optical property measurements at cirrus cloud altitudes. Successful eye-safe ..

measurements were achieved during both day and night conditions using only 50 rnW of ,

average power at an 8 kHz repetition rate.,.4

Range-time indicator displays of the lidar backscatter signal were generated wh;c.n depit~e ..

the height, occurrence and layer thickness of the clouds. Part of the data 'were anaivsed arnd,

calibrated backscatter cross section profiles were produced as well as time arc range

averaged valuesoftextinction and backscatter phase function Backscatler phase functions !!.i

ranged from .027 - .045 sr "1 , with no apparent dependence on (n-situ temperature

Backscater cross section profiles indicated that cirrus cloud-top strjclures often diminish

slowly with heigh~t Theoretical calcufaticns were made which demonstrated that clcucs of "."

Significant !otal optical thickness exhibiting realistic extinction profiles whicli diminis~ed Nth . ,

height, could be "invisible" to nadir viewing space borne-simple lidar systemrs" "
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I. Introduction

Determination of the radiative effects cirrus clouds has become

increasingly important to the meteorological community in recent years. Of

paramount interest are the effects of cirrus on the local and planetary energy

balance. Using a one dimensional radiative-convective model, Stephens

and Webster (1981) have shown that a 4% change in cloudiness can have

the same effect on surface temperature as a 1% change in the solar

constant. This study indicated that the response of surface temperature to

small changes in cloud properties is larger for optically thin clouds than for

optically thick clouds since thick cloud properties tend to approach fixed

radiative limits. High clouds were shown to act as net planetary warmers,

with a linear dependence of equilibrium surface temperature on cloud cover. .

A cirrus cloud, with 20 gm/m 2 integrated equivalent liquid water path and

complete sky coverage, was shown to enhance the surface temperature by

15 0 C over clear sky conditions. Clearly, measurements of the height,

fractional cover, geographic distribution, optical extinction, and phase

function (angular dependence of scattering) of cirrus are needed to provide .,i.,4,,

realistic limits on these quantities so that the true effects of high clouds on --.

global climate may be assessed.

Because cirrus clouds strongly G'eect upwelling and downweiling

radiation in the atmosphere, the optical properties, height and probability of

occurrence of these clouds are also of interest to satellite meteorologists. -

Since the infrared emissivity of cirrus changes more rapidly at lower than at

higher cloud albedos (Stephens and Webster (1981)), visually thin (often

4f :_'Z<Y %: - ZZ4P..
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invisible) cirrus can have large and variable effects on the calibration of

passive IR sounding measurements (Wylie and Menzel (1986)).

It has been shown that cloud radiative properties can have significant

effects on the organization and maintenance of cirrus (Starr and Cox

(1985)). Measurements of the variability and optical thickness of these

clouds will aid in the modeling of such effects.

Space-borne simple lidar systems are currently planned which will

operate in conjunction with co-located passive radiometers (Russell et.al.

(1981)). Cloud height and optical thickness derived from the lidar profiles

will be used to improve radiometric temperature retrievals by establishing

the existence, height, and depth of optically thin clouds and providing the

exact height of opaque clouds in the radiometer field of view (FOV). Fore-

knowledge of cirrus scattering properties, extent and variability are needed

to aid in the design and implementation of such systems.

Techniques have been developed for the remote assessment of liquid- , ,,

water-cloud microphysical properties from lidar returns. Dubinsky et.al.

(1985) demonstrate a linear relationship between mass concentration and

optical extinction for droplet size parameters greater than 20. They also

show that the mean droplet size may be derived from the slope of the

extinction - mass concentration relationship for a given cloud. Measurement

of the variability of cirrus optical properties will aid in the extension of these

techniques to mixed-phase and, perhaps, ice clouds.

A glance at the Range-Time indicator (RTI) display in Fig. 1 will easily .- .

convince the reader of the variability of cirrus cloud cover. Cirrus layers may

often be visually thin as evidenced by the complete penetration achieved by

J . -,-
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the lidar; yet, they may exceed 3 km in physical thickness.

Several methods are available for the estimation of cirrus cloud

properties. Because cirrus clouds are composed of ensembles of mixed-
' S.

phase and ice particles, and because ice crystal habits vary so widely, it is

difficult to model the optical behavior of these clouds. Consequently, optical

model calculations for only a few simple crystal shapes have been

attempted (e.g. Wendling et.al. (1979), Liou (1980), Welch et.al. (1980)). The "-

scattering cross section and scattering phase function of hexagonal ice

crystals were considered in the first two studies. The latter study calculated

the scattering properties of ice columns, bullets, and spheres.

Laboratory experiments have been carried out by attempting to

recreate the low temperatures and pressures of the cirrus cloud environment ""

(Sassen and Liou (1979)). While laboratory conditions allow a great degree

of experimental control and repeatability, they are limited by the difficulty of

replicating the complex dynamic effects of the natural environment on crystal

interaction and formation. In addition, the determination of the phase

function at angles near 180 degrees (backscatter phase function) is difficult

because of instrument design considerations. It is for this reason that the

measurements of Sassen and Liou were only carried out to 175 degrees. As

can be seen from equation 1.1, the true value of the backscatter phase

function has an important impact on lidar measurements since the observed

backscatter from any range is proportional to this quantity.

r. e*,.r. N
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-2J 6(r') dr'
N (2(R) B ( A 0 .

2 R2 R) (

,(1.1)

Where:

R range

N(R) number of photons per unit time incident on the

receiver from range R

No  number of photons transmitted in the laser pulse

c speed of light

B(R) total scattering cross section per unit volume

(aerosol + molecular)

]P (R) /4n effective backscatter phase function at range R (due

to aerosol and molecular scattering)

B. (R) total extinction cross section per unit volume

(aerosol + molecular)

Ar area of the receiver

The quantity B(R) - 12n(R)/47r is known as the backscatter cross section

and will be referred to often in this thesis.

Simple lidar techniques are capable of providing direct and accurate

the term aerosol when used as a descriptor in HSRL equations means any particulate
matter which contributes significantly to scattering of the transmitted laser beam and has a
mass two or more orders of magnitude greater than that of air molecules. Thus, dust and
cirrus cloud particles both fall into this category. .5.

'% , '
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measurements of cloud fraction and altitude under most conditions. To make

calibrated quantitative measurements of atmospheric extinction requires 46

more sophisticated techniques. This may be easily seen by examining the

lidar equation (eq. 1.1). The received energy from any range is a linear-

function of the backscatter cross section at that range, multiplied by an ZIP

exponential dependence on integrated extinction cross section.

One method of determining extinction from simple lidar returns %.-..wp-

assumes an analytic power law relationship between backscatter cross

section and extinction. Such assumed relationships are questionable for

spherical aerosols and they may be entirely unfounded for the faceted

scatterers found in cirrus. The method then applies a Bernoulli solution to

the lidar equation. The unknown constant in this solution is evaluated by

assuming crude knowledge of the extinction at a far range (Klett (1981)). In

addition, the technique is only stable in optically thick atmospheres.

Another technique makes use of lidar retrievals obtained at several

elevation angles through horizontally stacked layers (Spinhirne et.al.

(1980)). The method requires each layer to be horizontally homogeneous.

The lidar equation is solved with the assumption that the information

contained in each angle scan was produced by the same vertical profile of

extinction. Clearly, the spatial and temporal variability of cirrus are sufficient

to render this method inapplicable.

A technique called lidar tomography has been presented by Weinman

(1984). This method is based on the angle scanning method but performed

from a moving platform, thus avoiding the need for homogeneity. However,

the technique would require aircraft operations for cirrus observations. In

addition, the crystal alignments often found in ice clouds would present

• - , .". ., ,, .Z -. .. -, -. -. . -. .,,, , -... , ... _ .. ,_'-,-.--.'., .. .. ,. .-. .- ..-... .. .. . . .. ,- , . - .- , -'- . . .- ,
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different backscatter phase functions for fore and aft views of the same -Ib

volumes which would prevent the determinations of unique extinction
values.

An iterative approach presented by Eloranta and Forrest (1986), makes

use of the additional information content in scans to determine the unknown

coefficient in the Bernoulli solution. The Bernoulli solution is applied to each ...

of many lidar profiles taken at different elevation angles through the lower

atmosphere. A median profile of extinction vs. altitude is produced from the

angle scans. Each initial guess profile is then corrected by the median value

of its deviation from the median extinction vs. altitude profile. A new set of

Bernoulli solutions is computed, and the process is repeated until an

arbitrary convergence criterion is satisfied for the ensemble of shots. To

date, this technique has been applied only to enhance detail in range height

indicator (RHI) displays of lidar data. Although this algorithm provides stable,

and convergent solutions to the lidar equation, it has not yet been shown

that the solutions produced represent the correct extinction values. In

addition, this algorithm is limited to solutions involving one or two fixed
'.'

backscatter phase functions (Eloranta (1987)).

Platt and Diley (1984) have made measurements of cirrus extinction .

and backscatter phase function at a wavelength of 694 nm. Their method

depends on calibration of the lidar returns by establishing a below-cloud

range characterized by pure Rayleigh scattering. The integrated aerosol

contribution to the extinction below this range is then removed by

normalizing the backscatter profile with a cloud-free profile obtained just

before or just after the cloud observation. With this calibrated backscatter

.. . . . . . . . . . . ... ... ........ .. .. .. . . 4 ., -, . - .. -. .-. . - -. - --.., - , .- , - " " .

. . ... . ... * -.. . -.. . . .. , '...**.-'J.. ..
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signal, the observed signal was corrected for attenuation to yield the true

backscatter cross section on the assumption of a constant backscatter to

extinction ratio (backscatter phase function). The backscatter phase function

was estimated by extrapolation to an absorption of 1 from a plot of

radiometer determined IR absorption against integrated backscatter cross

section. Measurements made by this method have produced results for the

backscatter phase function wtich vary systematically with temperature.

Problems with this method include the establishment of an "aerosol free"

region from which to calibrate the backscatter cross section, the assumption

that the total aerosol content of the lower atmosphere remains constant from

cloud to no-cloud observations, and the assumption of constant backscatter

to extinction ratio. Additional uncertainties result from the need to correct for

multiple scattering because of the wide FOV lidar used, and the accurate

calibration of the radiometer, including estimation of thermal emissions from

the surface which are subsequently scattered by the cloud. As the authors

point out in a previous paper (Platt and Dilly 1981), plots of IR emittance

against integrated backscatter did not always yield a well defined

relationship, and these "anomalous" returns were removed from the data set.

It was assumed that the anomalies were due to non-random orientations of_4

ice crystals in the cloud. - t U-

In contrast, the HSRL (High Spectral Resolution Lidar) technique

(Shipley et.al. (1983), Sroga et.al. (1983), Chapter II) is capable of -

separately determining the backscatter cross section, extinction and

backscatter phase function. The only information required, in addition to the "'

two spactral channel lidar return, is a profile of atmospheric molecular

. . - -.- ... . . .. -. -. . .. . - - - -
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density. Thus HSRL measurements of extinction and backscatter phase

function in cirrus are unique and independent of questionable assumptions. -b

A major goal of this thesis is to outline the steps necessary to achieve a

functional performance level of the HSRL instrumentation and calibration

sufficient to demonstrate the feasibility of making backscatter cross section,

extinction and backscatter phase function measurements in cirrus.

Another major goal of this thesis is to report selected HSRL remote

measurements of backscatter cross section, extinction and backscatter

phase function in visually thin cirrus, and to compare these unique direct

measurements with the quantities derived by other methods.

An ancillary goal of this thesis is to provide a synoptic representation of

the cirrus altitude and cloud cover variability for the period of October 15 -

November 2, 1986 at Madison, Wisconsin. These measurements were made

in conjunction with the FIRE IFO (F(irst) I(nternational Satellite Cloud .

Climatology Project) R(egional) E(xeriment) I(ntensive) F(ield)

O(bservations)).

Consequently, the remainder of this thesis is divided into four major

sections. For the readers convenience, and to make chapter III

comprehensible, a review of the HSRL measurement technique and

calibration theory is presented in Chapter II. Chapter III concerns the

advancements in the HSRL instrumentation and calibration techniques

necessary for the accomplishment of the stated measurement goals.

Chapter IV contains the results of the measurements and explains the

particular methods used to derive the reported quantities. The summary, and

conclusions are presented in chapter V.

% .%
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IL. Instrument Theory

This chapter has been included to offer the reader an introduction to the

basic principles of lidar measurements, to define the quantities measured

by lidar systems, ard to establish the basis for HSRL measurements and

calibration. Part A presents the basic operational lidlar equations, while part

B will cover the calibration theory. The reader with a minimal interest in6

instrumentation and calibration techniques may skip part B of this chapter

and chapter 111. Part A of this chapter should provide sufficient background

for the casual reader to interpret the results presented in chapter IV.

A. Measurement Theory

In monostatic lidlar systems, a short burst of laser light is emitted

towards the observed direction. As the beam propagates, it is subjected to

scattenng by molecules and aerosols (e.g. dust particles, cloud droplets, ice

crystals). Some of that scattered energy is directed backwards towards the

lidar receiver. Along the outward and return propagation paths, the signal is

subject to extinction due to the scattering processes and to absorption.

In addition, it is also possible that photons may be multiply scattered

into the receiver , and can thus contribute to the measured signal. SeveralI

conditions can encourage the multiple scattering process. Wide receiver

FOV's or distant range observations can allow the the lidar to receive

) ,S * '-~- S % ~ ~ Cf S * . - - ' . .
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photons from a large area which increases the probability of viewing 2

additional scattering events. The probability of observing multiple scattering 4.

also increases with the optical thickness of the scattering media and with

penetration depth. In addition, as scatterers become large compared to the

wavelength of the lidar, the forward diffraction peak narrows, increasing the

number of singly scattered photons which remain in the beam (see '4

Weinman (1976)).

The signal measured at the receiver is actually the sum of the signals U,

due to the above processes and the background skylight. The outlined

mechanisms may be represented mathematically as:

R

r (.)-2 f J (r') dr'No c Ar [ ]P(i,R) 0P(

N(R) 2 B (R)+ Br(R) e + M(R)+b
4n ]

447

(2.2)

Where:

R range

N(R) number of photons incident on the receiver

per unit time
4-,,

No  Number of photons transmitted

c speed of light

Ar area of the telescope

8a(R) aerosol scattering cross section per unit volume
N°

]Pa(7t,R)/4n aerosol backscatter phase function

Bm(R) molecular scattering cross section per unit

.4.0

.. . . . . . . . .. .- . . . - . . - . -- . - • ' ' ... -' .' . •' . . . " °
'.. . . . , , . .,.4..,. - •.' - . - - ' - ',• . . -- . - . -'''' -, - ,-. ." - ." ' ', -" . -".". . .
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S,~ .
volume

IPm(t)/ 4 7c molecular backscatter phase function (3/8r)

8e(R) total extinction cross section per unit volume

b number of background photons incident on the

receiver per unit time

M(R) multiple scattering contribution incident on the

receiver per unit time

For simplicity, the multiple scattering term M(R) will be discussed in

appendix A and is also dropped for this discussion. Ar is a fixed parameter

of the system and will assumed equal to 1. It will further be assumed that the

background skylight b has been measured and subtracted from the received ',

signal. S

The spectral distribution of the light backscattered by molecules I-'

(Bm(R)oIm(t)/ 4 7t) differs significantly from that generated by particulate :.

scattering (l3a(R)-IPa(R)/4n). This is because the mean velocity of the

relatively massive aerosols is two orders of magnitude smaller than that of

air molecules. The spectral broadening due to molecular scattering in air is

given by •

%// / ~8 kT .:....
dln(Nm (a)) me [C'o'T

dc 81craOkT

Fiocco and DiWolf (1968) (2.3)

Where-

a scattered light wavenumber

-.: :

, 
% %. 

i% 
.. i
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a 0  incident light wavenumber

Nm(a) number of photons scattered by molecules

Fri mean molecular mass

C speed of light

k Boltzman constant

T Kelvin temperature

The HSRL is capable of separating the photons backscattered by

aerosols from those backscattered by molecules. A more detailed discussion

of the method by which this separation is accomplished is presented in

section B. Accordingly, two separate lidar equations may be written:

For molecular scattering:

R

-2 B3(re) dr'
N c02 0 3

Nm(R)R - 8m(R)m e'

(2.4)

Where Nm(R) is the number of photons incident on the receiver per unit

time which were scattered by air molecules from range R.

For aerosol scattering: S

R

-2 r3(r) dr'
N c P(TI,R) o

Na(R)R 2- 3a(R) e2 4

(2.5)

", Where Na(R) is the number of photons incident on the receiver per unit

time from range R which were scattered by aerosols.

A' 'A

'a. - . .' . - ' . 5" ' .". - " - -" L' - ' " ' " " "" ' '. -' " " """ "" -,"- ""' - "* "" ' "*" "" '
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Because the scattering properties of molecules are well knowrn, B3m(R)

may be calculated from a profile of temperature and pressure at range.

Bm(R) = Cair Patm(R) / T(R)

(2.6)

Where:

Patm pressure in hPa

T Kelvin temperature

Cair = 4.483 - 10-8 K hPa 1 m- 1 at 510 nm

Thus, the signal from pure molecular scattering provides a calibrated

target at every range and the only unknown quantity in equation 2.4 is the
S

extinction cross section. By rearranging terms, the extinction may be found:

r(R) = -.5 [d(ln(Nm(R)R 2 ))/dR - d(In(I3m(R)))/dR]

(2.7)

The first term in the square brackets is the slope of the natural log of the

molecular return. The second term accounts for the signal loss or gain due to

the change in the molecular density with range.

The backscatter cross section may be determined from the ratio of eq.

25 to eq. 2.4:

Fa (7c, R) 3 Na(R)
B (R) 4 = rm(R) (4a N7 N (R).'-'

(2.8)

If the particulate and gaseous absorption are negligible (i~e. the albedo

for single sc7 tering = 1), the aerosol scattering cross section may be b

determined as:

. "- .... ......... ... .. .- .- . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..,..*. *.- *. .-. . . .
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,Ba =B- m (2.9)-

Equation 2.8 may now be solved for the backscatter phase function:

Pa(7,R) 3 Na(R)'
= am(R)  ,.N(")

47c 13ca(R) Nm(R )  ..

(2.10)

S

,a'-

.1 ,. ,,-

,,.-.-,

o0-/.l

S;-'

<.;,.

....,
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_, B. Calibration Theory,.

: ~.."As shown in eqs. 2.6-2.10, the separation of photons scattered by ..

161

aerosols from those scattered by molecules is essential to the unique *.-

determination of the extinction and backscatter phase function. This section

will consider the methods by which the lidar return spectrum is analysed to

produce such separate returns.

Following the discussion in section A, the singly-scattered signal S(R)

received per unit time by a simple lidar may be represented as the sum of

photons scattered by molecules, photons scattered by aerosols, and the ,J

background skylight: ""

.S(R) [y [m(R)am(R) + ya(R)Na(R) + b] yE

(2.11)

where y represents the non-spectral and non-range dependent

component of the system efficiency for the conversion of photons incident on

the receiver to photons detected. It includes the photo-detector quantum

efficiency, area of the receiver, loss of photons at optical surfaces, and other

system calibration constants. The factors Ya(R) and ym(R) relate the

efficiency with which incident aerosol-scattered and molecular-scattered

photons are respectively converted to signals wherever the system

throughput varies wavelength or range. For simple lidar systems, ya(R) =

ym(R) = yo(R) where yo(R) is the system overlap function.

The HSRL observes S(R) in two different channels having differing

spectral characteristics. One channel primarily measures zhe central region .4.

of the return spectrum which contains most of the aerosol backscatter and

_.' Z '._,.'
-.
.- .Z ,,, ,I .- % % % 4 .' -- , . * 4-, . 4. - %. ... . % %.44................ . . ..
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the central portion of the Doppler-broadened molecular backscatter. The ,

other channel measures the wings of the Doppler-broadened spectrum and

a small amount of the central spectral region of S(R). The instrument was

constructed using a multi-etalon spectrometer in the receiver and is

described in detail in Shipley et.al. (1983); significant system changes are

outlined in Grund (1984). Because the signals in each channel are different .'-".-

linear combinations of the aerosol scattered and molecular scattered

photons, one may write:

Sm(R) = Cam(R) Na(R) + Cmm(R) Nm(R) + bm (2.12)

Sa(R) = Caa(R) Na(R) + Cma(R) Nm(R) + ba (2.13)

Where:

Sm(R) number of counts measured in the molecular channel

*' per unit time

Sa(R) number of counts measured in the aerosol channel

per unit time

Cam(R) fraction aerosol scattered photons incident on the

receiver which are subsequently detected in the

*, molecular channel

Cmm(R) fraction of molecular scattered photons incident on the

receiver which are subsequently detected in the

molecular channel

Caa(R) fraction of aerosol scattered photons incident on the

receiver which are subsequently detected in the

aerosol channel

Cma(R) fraction of molecular scattered photons incident on the

receiver which are subsequently detected in the

.. . . . . . . . . . .. -
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aerosol channel,
ba, bm background light measured per unit time in the

aerosol, molecular channel

In this representation, the factor yE and 7a have been combined for the

aerosol channel and are represented by the coefficients Caa and Cam; YE

and Ym are combined for the molecular channel and are represented by

coefficients Cma and Cmm. It is further assumed at this point that an 0

appropriate subtraction of the skylight contributions to eq.'s 2.12 and 2.13

has been performed. Solving these equations yields:

Nm(R) = (Caa(R)Sm(R) - Cam(R)Sa(R)) / 5(R) (2.14) - .

Na(R) - (Cmm(R) Sa(R) - Cma(R) Sm(R)) /5(R) (2.15)

Where:

5(R) = Caa(R) Cmm(R) Cma(R) Cam(R)

The calibration coefficients are shown here with a range dependence

because previous constructions of the HSRL have been subject to spectral

bandpass changes with range. In addition, coefficients Cma and Cmm have

a weak dependence upon the temperature at range. The current system has

undergone significant modifications which have removed the strong

instrument-related calibration dependence on range. These changes will be

discussed in chapter I11.

At present, the coefficients Caa and Cam are determined by directly

observing diffuse and attenuated laser light through the receiver

spectrometer. Since the light has not been Doppler-shifted by inelastic

collisions, this is equivalent to observing pure aerosol scatter from the

atmosphere. Thus, Caa is the observed signal in the aerosol channel, and I
', . %"....

. .. .,. , - ...,....... ...... .... ,..................... ...,......... ...._...-..
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Cam is the observed signal in the molecular channel.

The receiver is then swept across the observed laser spectrum to

obtain the convolution of the receiver channel bandpasses with the

transmitted laser spectrum. The observations of Caa and Cam at each point

in this convolution are equivalent to the values of these coefficients for

different relative receiver-transmitter spectral tune positions. Thus, tuning

drift may be estimated during HSRL operations by intermittently viewing the A.

laser light directly with the receiver and determining the ratio of aerosol to .

molecular channel signals which most closely matches the same quantity

observed in a recent calibration scan.

Coefficients Cmm(R) and Cma(R) can now be calculated from the

calibration scans. As equations 2.12 and 2.13 show, these coefficients are

determined directly from the aerosol and molecular channel signals under

conditions of pure molecular scattering. It is is not practical to generate this

sort of scattering under operational conditions, so eq. 2.3 is used to predict

the molecular spectral shape for the temperatures at range. Cmm(R) and -"

Cma(R) are then determined from the convolution of the normalized

predicted molecular spectrum with the calibration scans from the molecular

and aerosol channels, respectively. Account of the operational tuning drift

can be made by choosing the Cmm and Cma from the appropriate

convolution offset for the best tune determined from the ratio matching '

method outlined above. Current practices for the determination of Cma and

Cmm will be discussed in greater detail in part B of chapter III. .. 1

Other instrument parameters which require calibration have been ..

lumped together in the terms generically denoted - R) in eq. 2.11. These

terms include the conversion efficiency of the receiver, the degree to which

J %- 'a_
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the receiver fully views the laser beam at range (overlap function), and any

signal correlated instrument noise. Instrument noise which is uncorrelated

with signals (e.g. photomultiplier tube dark count) may be treated as

background signal and combined in term b of eq. 2.2.

In the HSRL, the conversion efficiency of the receiver is included in the

calibration coefficients and is implicitly determined by the calibration method

described. The overlap function is important only in the near range. For the

current HSRL, complete overlap is achieved beyond a range of 2 km. The

major cause of signal correlated noise in HSRL measurements has been I>

photomultiplier afterpulsing (AP). AP is a process by which detection of a

photon may produce some probability for the observation of an additional,

time-delayed, signal pulse. AP is due to the backward acceleration of ions

dislodged from the photomultiplier tube anode by the original photon signal.

These ions eventually strike the photocathode and dislodge additional

electrons which are subsequently accelerated by the dynode chain and

measured at the anode as signal. In the past, it has been necessary to

correct for the effects of AP in the HSRL data (Sroga (1983), Grund(1 984)).

The mathematical form of this correction is given by:

R

y(R) = 1 - (S(r)-b) O(R-r') dr'
0

(16)

Where D(R) is the photomultiplier afterpulse probability distribution.

Because the magnitude of y(R) depends on the sum of signals present

- from all previous ranges, this correction term can become large for some

photomultipliers.

-%I
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Ill. Adaptation of the HSRL to Cirrus Measurements

The University of Wisconsin HSRL instrumentation has passed through

many stages of development since the first feasibility study by Shipley et. al.

in 1975. The original instrumentation design was field tested in 1980. The

results of these tests and the first successful attempts at instrument

calibration are reported in Sroga et.al. (1983).

Analysis of the field test results revealed several instrument design

flaws which produced large calibration uncertainties and made operations

difficult. In view of these problems, it is to Dr. Sroga's credit that he was able .,

to demonstrate the feasibility of the instrument design by showing significant

relationships between HSRL measurements and boundary layer profiles.

Error bars reported for this original data were based only on confidence of fit

of a spectrometer model to an HSRL calibration scan since other error

dependencies were unknown at that time. Sroga's data were acquired in a

down looking mode from an aircraft platform flying at -4 km altitude. The ,

measurements were made within a range of 2 to 4 km from the HSRL. The

* reported measurements were averages over several hours of flight time.

Average aerosol cross section and boundary-layer bulk average

backscatter phase functions were presented.

In order to highlight the current capabilities of the HSRL, it is important

to note that, in the down-looking mode, the molecular density increases with

range. The molecular backscatter profile is used as a known calibration

target, and, for upward pointing cirrus observations, this necessary target

decreases with range. In addition, the signal is reduced by an additional

p,. .. ............. ... ............... ..............--... , ........ ... '.. S
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factor of -10 due to the R2 effect.

Analysis of the field test data results indicated the need for significant

instrument improvements which would increase system reliability and

decrease calibration uncertainty. Among these were a change to a higher

power copper chloride laser, temperature stabilization of the multi-etalon

receiver/transmitter system, conversion to a coaxial receiver/transmitter

optical axis configuration, and correction for the full distribution of

photomultiplier afterpulsing. These and other system modifications as well

as boundary layer aerosol measurements were reported in Grund (1984)

and Grund and Eloranta (1985). These measurements were taken along a S

fixed horizontal path, and produced time resolved results demonstrating the ""

effects of changes in relative humidity on aerosol extinction and backscatter

phase function. The measurement range terminated on a smoke stack at

4080 m. Operating in this manner decreased background light and allowed

continuous checks on calibration from the stack reflection.

Because measurements of cirrus cloud optical parameters by HSRL

technique are much more difficult than previously attempted measurements

of boundary layer aerosols, several limitations of the of the first and second

versions of the HSRL were evident.

1. Background count removal must be made with great accuracy

since the ratio of signal to background is small at cirrus ".".

distances and because the background light is enhanced by

cloud-scattered sunlight. Background light effects were

lessened in previous measurements by viewing the atmospheric

backscatter against the ground or a stack, or by operating at a

0.0
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wavelength where the solar corona is highly absorbing.

2. Time delayed, signal correlated noise (i.e. photomultiplier tube -

afterpulsing) must be minimized since the noise injected by the

relatively large cloud backscatter can easily mask the smaller ..

molecular backscatter component from altitudes within and

above the cloud.

3. For measurements in cirrus, calibration coefficient uncertainties

needed to be decreased significantly for several reasons. -

Inaccuracies in the coefficients Caa and Cam can easily cause

some of the relatively large cloud-related backscatter to appear

in the separated molecular return, upsetting both signal intensity

and slope determinations. Secondly, the first problem is

aggravated by the small molecular densities (hence small

molecular backscatter cross sections) at cirrus altitudes. In

addition, the low temperatures at cirrus altitudes cause a

narrowing of the Doppler width of the molecular spectrum which

lessens the effective signal separation between the channels.

Accordingly, the achievement of the measurement goals presented in

this thesis demanded instrument modifications and the development of

several new calibration methods. Part A of this chapter will outline the

instrument modifications while part B will consider the new calibration '

techniques.

In re',iewing this chapter it is important that the reader keep in mind that

the ability to make any measurement is not a simple function of the

theoretical abilities of the instrument to make the observations. It is also

intimately dependent on the accuracy with which the instrument may be

-.,. -. .. - - .- .-.. . . -. '. - .. ,....-.................. -.
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calibrated in terms of the quantities sought. Meaningful results associated

with the latter dependency require good instrument design and operation

practices. Such operations have been achieved with the HSRL only by a
process of continuous critical analysis of atmospheric data and
improvements to the instrument design and calibration technique based on

In this chapter, frequent reference will be made to the theoretical

principals and techniques outlined in chapter 11. The reader is therefore

advised to become thoroughly familiar with that material before proceeding.

era.
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A. Instrumentation

For the HSRL, the ability to measure extinction and backscatter phase

function depends upon the accuracy with which the slope of the log of the

separated molecular return is determined (see eq. 2.4). In addition, the

accuracy of backscatter cross section and phase function measurements is

related to the accuracy with which the ratio of the magnitudes of the aerosol

and molecular signals can be determined (see eq. 2.10).

The molecular signal slope determinations may be severely degraded

if:

1. The background light is not correctly removed from the signal,

causing a range squared perturbation to appear imposed on

the data.

2. Local observations of the transmitted spectrum do not

represent the true spectral distribution of probe light at range.

This effect precludes accurate determination of calibration

coefficients Caa and Cam at range causing an increase in the

cross-talk between retrieved signals. Thus, molecular signal =-. -

slopes will be perturbed in any region with strong particulate

scattering, as in cirrus clouds.

3. A systematic range dependence of the calibration coefficients

will have similar effects to those outlined in 2 except that the

amount of cross-talk will vary with range.

4. Time delayed, signal correlated noise (afterpulsing) can easily

mask the small molecular scattering signal at cirrus altitudes.

% %*
% ..
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The approaches by which each of these problems has been addressed

were often interrelated and will therefore be discussed together.

The HSRL makes estimates of the background light component of the

lidar signal by counting photons received in each channel over a specified

time following a specified delay from each laser firing. In order to reach

-. cirrus altitudes it was necessary to modify the copper chlonide laser to

reduce the pulse repetition rate (PRR) from 10 kHz to less than 8 kHz. This

change allowed sufficient time between laser pulses for the backscattered

signal to decay and for background signal integration to take place. Another

advantage of operation at the lower PRR has been increased thyratron

lifetime and higher per pulse peak energies. Higher per pulse energies yield

signal gains over background skylight and therefore improve measurement

capabilities, particularly while observing cirrus.

The data system uses significantly different counting electronics for

Z processing the range resolved signal from that used for determining the

integrated background signal. It was discovered that there were systematic

errors between background signals recorded in data bins and those

recorded in the background counters. These differences were eliminated by -

N improvements in the photon counting electronics, and by developing an

empirical correction algorithm for the background counter signals. The

empirical corrections were generated by observing -30 million photons from

a low level white light source, and determining the average ratio of data bin

- . counts to background counter detected counts.

Local calibration of the HSRL was accomplished by scanning the
receiver spectrometer across the transmitted laser spectrum in order to
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determine the two-channel system spectral response. It was determined that

the energy variations of the laser were not random as previously supposed.

Thus, the overall shape of calibration scans were modulated by systematic

laser energy variations leading to increased uncertainties in the knowledge

of the calibration coefficients. Coefficients Caa and Cam (see eq.'s 2.12,

2.13) are respectively proportional to the aerosol and molecular channel

amplitudes and are thus highly sensitive to the effects of energy variations.

To lessen the calibration uncertainties due to laser energy variations an

energy monitor was integrated into the system and calibration scans were

normalized by output laser energy. The effect of this normalization on a

typical calibration scan is illustrated in Fig. 2. Energy normalized scans are

represented by lines while unnormalized scans are plotted as symbols. The

aerosol channel scans are plotted in circle and solid line, with the molecular

scans plotted in diamond and dashed line. To aid in comparison, both sets0

of scans were normalized by the respective areas under the aerosol curves.

Biases due to long term laser energy vaniations can be seen in the regions
where the unnormalized points systematically over or under estimate the

energy normalized values. This is most clearly evident in the more gently

sloped molecular channel trace. Also note that the energy normalization

removes much of the point scatter throughout both scans.
Because the spectral bandpass of etalons depends upon the angular

distribution of the incident light, it was necessary for Sroga et.al. (1983) to

generate a ray tracing model of the original HSRL optical configuration. This

model predicted the range dependence of the calibration coefficients.

Modification of the system from a paraxial conjugate aperture configuration

to a coaxial receiver/transmitter construction reduced the magnitude of this
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range dependent correction. However, as pointed out in Grund (1984) the

loss of the conjugate aperture arrangement caused a new range

dependence associated with uncertainties in the paraxiallity of the receiver ,.

and transmitter optical axes. The former problem is of little consequence to

measurements at cirrus altitudes because at these ranges, the focal plane of

the sensed volume closely approaches the input aperture of the receiver

and the effect of telescope obstructions no longer affect the spatial

distribution of light in the aperture. The angular misalignment effect still

remains, however. In order to eliminate both of these instrument induced

error sources, a ray position "scrambling" optical fiber was employed (see

Fig. 3). The fiber was rigidly supported, coaxially aligned with the receiver

optic axis, and had ends polished to 1 wave. The length of the fiber was 100

mm, with a core diameter equal to that of the input aperture (1.23 mm). The

fiber had a numerical aperture of .66, was composed of F-2 glass and had a

cladding diameter of 1.25 mm. The length was chosen so that rays entering

the aperture from the smallest unobstructed diameter of the telescope -.

primary must achieve at least two reflections from the fiber walls as they

transit through the fiber. Thus, all rays from the telescope which impinge on

the input aperture end of the fiber are preserved in angle relative to the

optical axis, while the exit positions are effectively randomized. By this -

technique the position of any particular ray was randomized on each of the

etalons, while the ensemble angular distribution was maintained. A strong

dependence of the calibration coefficients on range was thereby eliminated.

%- P k
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By observation of calibration scans from several hard targets at varying

ranges (e.g. smoke stacks, water tanks, etc.), it was possible to compare the

spectral response of the system at range with that observed locally, and with

that predicted by the model of Sroga et.al (10303). In order to remove the

effects of variability in extinction between the lidar and the target, the ratio of

observed aerosol to molecular channel signals was utilized for comparison

with a like ratio of signals locally observed. As can be seen in fig. 4, no

range dependence was apparent between .42 and 7.14 km. This lack of

range dependence illustrates the utility of the aperture scrambling

technique.

Observed Calibration Range Dependence

1.01- ____________________

TS
1.00-

0.99-

O 0.7 aytacngmoe

0.986Osre

C a

0.95-
o 2 4 6 8

Range (kri)

Fig. 4. This figure demonstrates the ability of the optical fiber scrambler to reduce

the range dependence of the HSRL receiver spectral bandpass. The expected

range dependence of the ratio caa/cam was calculated using a ray tracing
instrument model (Sroga et ai. (1983)). The point observations of this ratio were

% ..-
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obtained by summing many minutes of data while viewing hard targets at the

ranges indicated (e.g. water tanks, smoke stacks). Caa/Cam is used in this

comparison in order to remove the effects of extinction between the HSRL and

the observed targets, and to cancel the non-spectral intensity-modulating effects

of geometric overlap. The plotted values have been normalized to the

appropriate ratio at 7.14 km to facilitate comparisons. Error bars on the measured

ratios were determined from photon counting statistics.

The initial attempts at experimentally determinig the calibration

coefficient range dependence by the above method revealed a systematic

bias toward wider spectral bandpass in local observations with respect to

those at range. The disconcerting systematic increase in the full width at half

maximum (FWHM) of the local spectral observations with respect to the S

FWHM at any range was traced to contamination of the local scans by off-
,_%

axis laser light and light generated with poor angular properties. Some of

the contamination was inherently generated by the laser; part was caused

by a secondary laser cavity created by feedback from the laser stripping

etalon; and, an additional component was traced to unstripped laser light

scattering into the receiver. The latter problem was solved by the adction of

shielding to the receiver input area. The first two problems were sclved by

the inclusion of a spatial filter in the calibration light pathway. This spatial
N

filter has an angular acceptance of 1 milliradian which is somewhat larger

than the 320 microradian telescope FOV. This design for the spatial filter

seemed adequate to provide a good coincidence between observed

spectral widths locally and at range. Fig. 5 is a plot of the spatial filter

aperture diameter vs. observed spectral FWHM for various aperture

diameters. Note the flattening of the response at a diameter of abcut 100 .

micrometers which corresponds to an angular acceptance of 1 milliradian.

)% %
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This figure shows that the angular distribution of the contamination light falls
well outside the angular acceptance of the telescope (320 gR). The

illustrated bimodal distribution demonstrates that the light contamination

may be adequately removed by this technique.

Spectral FWHM vs. Spatial Filter Aperture Dia.

13-

07

12

0

0

9-i I * I '

0 100 200 300 4000
Aperture Diameter ( gR)

Fig. 5 Spectral FWHM of the transmitted laser as viewed by the receiver

spectrometer as a function of spatial filter aperture diameter. The spatial filter "7

employed a 100 mm ff. lens. U.

A further improvement in local calibration accuracy was achieved by

uniformly scattering the calibration light across the telescope FOV while the
0

telescope was blocked to all other light. This configuration provides an

identical pathway for calibration light and for backscattered light from the

atmosphere, thus insuring similar optical axes and angular distribution for

both input mechanisms. Systematic differences in the mean angle of the ray

bundles from each source were thereby eliminated.

Photomultiplier tubes exhibit some probability of producing a time

distribution of spurious photon counts following each true photon event. This '
"* 0' '

* 0',''
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process is called afterpulsing (AP) and is a function of PMT construction and

voltage divider acceleration potentials. The problem was recognized and

corrected by Sroga et.al. (1983). Corrections were extended to a newly

observed secondary afterpulse by Grund (1984). As pointed out in the latter

study, the secondary distribution precluded background count assessment

in the time beyond the last range observation and before the next laser

pulse. This was because the secondary AP distribution from strong near-

range signals appeared in this time period. The problem has been

completely eliminated in the current system configuration by the inclusion of
new, low-afterpulsing phototubes (EMI Gencom 98638/100). A comparison

of the old AP distribution with the performance of the current system is

illustrated in Fig. 6. Without this system modification, measurements in cirrus

would not have been possible as the relatively weak high-altitude signals

would have been degraded by cumulative AP induced noise, and accurate

background measurement would not have been possible because of AP -.

contamination.

With a narrow FOV instrument, it is particularly difficult to make and

maintain adjustment of the transmitted beam within the receiver FOV.

Accordingly, a beam expansion telescope was added to the laser

transmitter, thus lessening sensitivity to the natural drift of the laser optical

axis and also lessening the sensitivity of the system to errors in the

receiver/transmitter coaxiallity alignment. To facilitate the coaxial adjustment,

a 5 inch aperture, high accuracy (10 ;.L radian) corner cube was used to

retro-reflect the transmitted laser beam into the receiver telescope. The

focused image of the laser was then observed in the spectrometer input

aperture. The laser coaxiallity alignment mirror was adjusted until the image

.% %
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point of the laser was centered in the aperture. Thus a once difficult

adjustment was accomplished routinely.

With the etalon pressure controller configuration reported in Grund

(1984), it was noted that reference pressure stability was insufficient and that

the control loop between the laser etalon and the high resolution (HR) etalon

was too loose. Accordingly, a new pressure reference and sensor for the

laser etalon were incorporated. The pressure control configuration was also O

changed so that the laser etalon pressure acted as a master reference to

which the HR etalon pressure was slaved.

A simplified schematic of the current system configuration has been

presented in Fig. 3, and a summary of system specifications is given in Table

3.1.
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Table 3.1: System Parameters

HSRL Receiver:
Telescope: Primary diameter .35 m

Secondary diameter .114 m

Focal length 3.85 m

F.O.V. (full width) 320 p.R

, Pre-filter: 50 mm diameter plates

Fiber optic Scrambler 100 mm X 1.23 mm dia

.66 N.A., F-2 glass

Interference filter (FWHM) 1 nm at 510.6 nm
O

Etalon spacers (El, E2 ) 1.003, .726 mm

Combined bandwidth (FWHM) 2.5 pm

High resolution etalon: 150 mm diameter plates
4

Etalon spacer 12.786 mm

Bandwidth (FWHM) .6 pm

Photomultiplier tubes: EMI Gencom 98638/100

HSRL Transmitter:

Laser: CuCI2 (lasing on Cu lines at 510.6 nm and 578.2 nm)

Beam expansion factor 3

Transmitted beam diameter 30 mm

Transmitted power 50 mW at 510.6 nm

Bandwidth (stripped FWHM) .4 pm •

Pulse repetition rate 8 kHz

Pulse length 15 ns

Input power 4 kv .5 A at 8 kHz

.....
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B. Calibration

In an attempt to meet the calibration accuracies required for

measurements of cirrus, a critical examination was performed of the fit of the

non-linear regression model of Sroga et.al. (1983) to the observed

calibration scans. This study revealed certain systematic errors. The first type -.

of error was the appearance of unmodeled excess light in the wings of the .-..

aerosol channel response. The second error appeared as an overestimate

of the peak of the aerosol channel response, and a related underestimate of
the center of the molecular response curve.

The first error was reduced by incorporating the functional form of the S

raw laser output spectrum into the model. The raw laser line has a FWHM of

about 5 pm, and is composed of three hyperfine elements which greatly

overlap (see Grund (1984)). The hyperfine structure caused perturbations in

the observed spectrum with respect to that modeled by assuming a flat

distribution for the laser.

After several improvements to the algorithms used to model the

components of the spectrometer, errors of central misfit in the aerosol and

molecular channel were actually worsened. Apparently, the remaining errors -'

of fit were due to the unmodeled effects of etalon plate defects. Such

defects are related to alignment and adjustment of optical components in

addition to fixed flaws in the elements themselves. It was not expected that

they should be either randomly distributed or fixed parameters of the system.

Thus, modeling these flaws was considered inappropriate, and a new

technique was sought to remove the effects of noise in the calibration scans.

Originally, the spectrometer model was developed to create reasonable

-. '
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fits to very noisy calibration scans, and to allow modeling of the range I
-i,

dependence of the calibration coefficients. Since current scans are free of

energy variations and appear to contain only statistical noise, a much

simpler model based on purely statistical considerations could be employed.

Since, in the current system, the first order range dependence of the

calibration coefficients had been eliminated by the fiber optic scrambler, it
*,%

was no longer necessary to predict the overlap effects on the calibration
i

coefficients. N.

As a consequence of the problems with the non-linear model fit, and of

the simplifications of system calibration response brought about by

instrumentation changes, a new model was devised. The calibraticn fits

were done by a more pliable and more computationally efficient spline

approximation to the calibration scans. Coefficients Caa and Cam were

taken directly from the value of the spline fits to the aerosol and mciecu, a,

scans, respectively. Cma and Cmm were derived by a convolution c 1'e

expected molk~cular (Doppler-broadened) spectrum with the raw aec:2 !

and molecular scans, respectively (see eq.'s 3.17, 3.18). Smocthirg -.a:

performed by the convolution process in the case of the lat'e- vvc

coefficients. Since the temperatures at cirrus heights may vary wicey , !r

expected molecular spectral broadening was calculated at height from a ,-

appropriate temperature profile. Cma and Cmm were calculated from the

laser spectrum as observed by the receiver: •

dd

N % % N

Cma(T 'O) = 7 d In(Nm('- o)

(3.17) :'
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d In(Nm('-o))
Sm (e) da'

CmmT",)Jf da

(3.18)

Where the first term in the integral is evaluated at temperature T

according to equation 2.3 and Sa , Sm are the observed calibration scan

signals in the aerosol and molecular channels, respectively.

In the past, a single set of calibration coefficients based on a single

calibration scan had been used to invert bulk averaged data. The process

involved determining a best guess of the average spectral center of

transmitted light relative to the receiver spectrometer. This was

accomplished by observing the average aerosol to molecular channel signal

ratio for highly diffuse and attenuated laser light scattered into the receiver.

Matching this ratio to the ratio of Caa to Cam, predicted from the calibration

scan, provided a good guess at the average receiver-transmitter mistune for

the data sum. As stated in the introduction to this chapter, cirrus

measurements require very accurate knowledge of the calibration

cefficients. The previous method of calibration was not without problems in

this respect. The method introduced a non-linear signal separation

ccmponent into the bulk averaging scheme since tuning drifts over the

averaging time caused shifts in the coefficients, hence changes in the
.. %

distribution of photons between the aerosol and molecular channels. Fig. 7

shows the typical drift in the ratio of Caa to Cam over a 3.3 hour period.

Because of the non-linear effects of this drift problem, and the need for

%5,
1 ..5
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". improved calibration coefficient estimates necessary for measurements in

cirrus, a new algorithm for data inversioi was developed. This algorithm

made use of a calibration scan performed before and after each 2 - 10 hour

data acquisition segment. A linear interpolation between these scans was

performed for each lidar shot, and a new set of coefficients defined for that

shot. Tuning drift was recorded at 3.5 minute intervals by interrupting data

acquisition and measurng the ratio of aerosol to molecular channel signals

while the receiver directly viewed diffuse and attenuated laser light. This

drift record was used to determine the particular set of coefficients

appropriate to each shot. A discussion of the fluctuations in the tuning ratio

may be found in part D of this chapter. The solid line plotted in fig. 7 is a

spline fit to tuning ratio drift observations for 10/31/86 and represents the

actual values used in the inversion of that data as presented in the next

chapter.

Thus, this scheme accounts for both the non-linear effects of

transmitter-receiver drift, as well as total system bandpass and throughput

changes. Implementation of this new calibration method was made possible

by the computational efficiency of the spline fit model outlined above.

An example of the improvement achieved by employing this technique .

may be found in fig. 8. Shown in dashed line is a molecular scattering profile

created by inverting the sum of raw data with a single set of average

coefficients. The solid line is the same raw data set with the inversion I-

performed on a shot by shot basis using interpolated coefficients before

summing. In order to show the effectiveness of the techiique more c!early,

noise has been filtered from the profiles using a spline fit. The region

between 8 and 11 km contains a cirrus cloud; thus, the apparent increase in

% %. . .. .. ..
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molecular signal in this region is due to incomplete separation of the

photons scattered by cloud particles from those scattered by molecules.

Incomplete separation of the molecular signal is due to inaccuracies in the
determination Of Caa and Cam. The new technique shows an 8 fold

improvement in the signal separation. Some residual cross-talk still remains,

but this represents an estimated error of +. 15% in Cam or a -.11 I% error in

Caa. Further improvements in the determination of the coefficients will

require better estimates of the tuning drift with time.
5.-it
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C. Effects of statistical noise on extinction measurements

As shown in chapter II, HSRL measurements of extinction depend on

the accuracy of determination of the log slope of the inverted molecular

hackscatter return (see eq. 2.7). In addition to photon counting noise in the

backscattered signal, account must be taken of the statistical variations in

the determination of the background light. Inaccuracies in the background •

light subtraction produce a systematic R2 modulation of the observed

signal, The current HSRL configuration produces signals (-102
, ~~~_ "tes(10 4

photons/second) which are small compared to background light levels (,

photons/second) for daylight measurements at cirrus altitudes. Thus, it was

found necessary to evaluate the effects of errors in background light

estimation in order to establish error bars on the presented measurements.

For reasons outlined later in this section, the HSRL extinction

measurements were evaluated over the entire depth of cloud.

By writing:

.51 n .5 In,R N, -N )] -. 5 n[R= (Nm 2 - N) ]

Where:

R1 , R2  inner and outer range in the optical thickness estimate

T optical depth from R1 to R2

Nml, Nm2 observed molecular signal at R1, R2

NF1 NE total error signal at R1, R2

An estimate of the error in the total optical thickness of the cloud

?0.. . , ... .%....-.-...... -................. ......-
"..% , "* ,"," ., ,"- - , ,''''' .,,:' ''-.-.-.-," . ' ,"," . -" ." . . . .' " " " "" " . . . ". . ". . .. " . .
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induced by errors in NFI and NE2 may be written:
a-t

dt - dN
aN 61 aN E2

which may be evaluated as:

.2 .2~2 r2 1-. .

ddN + dN + 2 dN
dr DN [l JN E2a N E

(3,19)

where UT is the average error in the optical thickness and N is the

Eb

expected number of error photons due to a mistake in the estimation of the

background signal. Because the same background signal is subtracted from

the measured signals at both ranges, Npb appears in the covariance term in

this expression. It is important to note that the correlated term relates to

errors in the background estimation, while the other two uncorrelated error

terms relate to the total errors at R1 and R2 due to photon counting statistics

in the measured signal. Nb may be estimated as:EbS

dN = Cam Ba + Cmm(R 1) Bm  Ca B a + Cm( 2) Bm 2

Where Ba,m' are the total accumulated background counts in the

aerosol and molecular channel background counters and 4 is the ratio of

receiver range bin integration time to background counter integration time.

*Note that Ba,m  , ba,m  /. '

el. _....... 4
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Using:

E1,2 JCam Sa(R1 2 ) + Crm(1,2 ) Sm(R1, 2 )

The partial derivatives may be evaluated as:

at -.5
aN Nl - Nv

El1 M 1 F_,

and: N.

a't _ _ .5_ _ _

E2 2 E2 vloqN Nrn 2 -- N,, '

Since signal errors are dependent on the square root of photon counts,

any process which increases the effective number of backscattered signal

photons will reduce the measurement errors.

Longer background count integration times (<4) would decrease the

error contribution from statistical variations in skylight estimation. However,

the current HSRL transmitter is limited to an 8 kHz pulse repetition rate A

which precludes longer background count integration on a shot by shot

basis.

Longer signal averaging times result in statistical error reductions from .

all sources. Unfortunately, the loss of time resolution can create difficulties in

measurements in non-stationary phenomena, such as cirrus.

Statistical errors are also reduced by increasing R2 - R 1, providing the

signal remains measurably non-zero at the far range point. This method

limits the range resolution for extinction measurements, however.

In current HSRL operations, the per shot background count statistical

% %-L::
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variations exceed the cloud signal at cirrus heights. Constrained curve fitting

procedures can help remove statistical noise in the signal in regions where .,-
there is good knowledge of the functional form of the signal. Such is the%%

case in clear air regions which are characterized by pure Rayleigh

scattering. This latter technique has been employed in this thesis and will be

discussed in chapter IV.:
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D. Observed Scatter in the Tuning Ratio Estimations
-b

A typical record of Sa / Sm measurements for local uniform aperture

illumination of the receiver with transmitted laser light was presented in fig.

7. Observations of this sort were made to produce HSRL calibration scans

and also to track tuning drift between calibration scans during data

acquisition. Point scatter in this plot may be generated by two mechanisms. ",

The first is photon counting noise. This mechanism accounts for about half --

the short time scale variations observed. Longer time averages would

reduce these variations, but would also significantly increase the system .-

calibration time at the expense of data acquisition time. Less attenuation of

the laser light input to the receiver would also result in improved statistics.

The limitation here is that all the photons are contained within the 15 ns wide

laser pulse. Significant increases in the counting rate observed by the

receiver would exceed the maximum counting rate capabilities of the data

system and introduce non-linearities in the measured signals. Thus,

counting rates are restricted to an average of less than .1 photons per laser

pulse.

The remaining half of the deviations in the ratio may be due to short 6

term variability of the spectral tune of the laser relative to the receiver.

Possible sources for this wavelength jitter include etalon pressure controller

variations and changes in t: angular characteristics of the laser light.

Pressure controller jitter has not been observed at a level sufficient to have a

significant effect on the observed ratios.

An approximate calculation, based on the time-variant displacement of

. . o . U o ,JU . .U . - - * . , • . • . . - , Oo

o.. ..... . . . ..". . ..-.- -.-. . . .
*U%, , % %. -U.p, , . . - .
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a retro-reflection of the laser observed in the image plane of the telescope,

has only accounted for 10% of the remaining fluctuations. The maximum

value of this effect was evaluated by making the assumption that all the light

in the laser beam is concentrated at the maximum laser divergence half-

angle (-30 gR), and that the central axis of the beam undergoes an angular

displacement equal to that observed in the focal plane of the telescope. For

small angles the effect may be evaluated using:

a e ao

(3.20)
V..,

Where a is the wavenumber of the laser light and e is the angle

between the incident radiation and the optical axis of the etalon.

The remaining variance in the tuning ratio remains unexplained; but,

since the scatter seems to be random, the effect is abated by employing a

spline fit to the observed ratio during calibration scan processing. In data

analysis, the ratio actually used to determine temporal tune variations is

taken from this spline fit through all calibration checks performed during the

appropriate data segment.

% %"

. . . ',- .°.
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IV. Data acquisition and analysis

The data presented in this chapter were acquired at Madison,

Wisconsin during the FIRE experiment in the Fall of 1986. A summary of

the HSRL operations during this period may be found in Fig. 9.

The HSRL experimental data set contains 124 hours of observations

of which 43 hours were spent establishing system calibrations. The

atmospheric data acquisition period represents some 75,588 actual

backscatter profiles. Each 4 second profile was a range-resolved average

over 30,000 transmitted laser pulses. S

During the 105 hours of fixed, vertically-pointing operations, high

clouds (above 6 km altitude) were observed for 36.5 hours. Cloud free

periods were observed for 50.2 hours, while periods of low, middle, and

mixed height clouds were observed during the remaining 18.3 hours. In

this latter category, it must be noted that low clouds were prEsent

whenever weather prevented operations. Additionally, high clouds may

not have been observed during overcast conditions because of the limited

penetration capability of the lidar.

A synoptic depiction of the data observations is presented in figures -..

10 through 22. These views are range time indicator (RTI) displays of the -

HSRL fixed, vertically-pointing data acquisition periods. Thus, they

represent a time history of cloud generation, dissipation and wind driven
drift over the lidar site. Altitude, variability, and physical thickness of the

cloud layers (where penetration is achieved) are clearly shown in this form

%Y/ - --- -

~ p - ,
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Fig 9: HsrI Operations During Fire
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of display.

The pictures were produced from the log of the raw aerosol channel
returns which have had the background light removed and have been

corrected for the R2 signal dependence. It is important to note that these

images have not been corrected for extinction with increasing cloud

penetration. This form of representation has been chosen because

background count statistics precluded direct extinction estimations on a

sufficiently short time scale to produce meaningful pictures. In addition, the

grey scale has been enhanced by an arbitrary linear stretch of the log

signal values to show the greatest detail in the cloud. White areas are

those regions where the backscatter signal exceeded the maximum
,* P '..

brightness value in the enhancement grey scale. 0

Frequent system calibration and background light checks generated

gaps in the data of 16 - 36 seconds every 3.5 - 7 minutes. Accordingly, any

data gaps of less than 1 minute duration have been filled, for esthetic

reasons, by a linear interpolation in the time domain.

A vertical expansion of the data by linear interpolation has been

performed since the present data acquisition system has a maximum

resolution of 256 range bins, while the display is capable of a vertical .7 ..

resolution of 1024 pixels. On occasion, maximum range was traded-off for

range resolution resulting in the horizontal black areas beginning at about

7 or 11 km and continuing to 15 km. Data acquired in these high resolution

modes has been compressed by averaging to facilitate presentation

alongside the data generated during maximum range operations.

4.,,-
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Several caveats need to be applied when interpreting these pictures.

Where low clouds exist, they can obscure the cloud data from higher

levels. Also, in regions of thick cirrus (e.g. Oct. 22), the cloud signal can

weaken markedly with penetration due to extinction, even though the

physical cloud may be thickening. Extinction corrected time-averaged

backscatter profiles for selected data cases will be presented later in this _

chapter.

On viewing fig.'s 19 and 22, one notes that the cloud tops are often *.,.

observed to descend linearly with time while the cloud bottoms ,

occasionally demonstrate an altitude dependence with time indicative of a

decelerating decent rate. This is most clearly evident in fig. 19 between

6:30 and 7:30 GMT. A blow up of this regions was presented in chapter 1 .-,,
, 5,-

fig. 1. On the assumption that the entire cloud is decreasing in altitude with

time, the observed cloud form depicted in fig. 1 may be the result of a

decrease in the in-cloud crystal fall speed with altitude. One possible
'.5 : '. '"-"

cause for this effect is a decrease in terminal velocity with increasing

atmospheric pressure. The change in terminal velocity may be evaluated

following Starr and Cox (1985b):

V LP

where V is the terminal velocity at altitude and P is the atmospheric
Z-.5,*.

pressure at that altitude, with primed quantities evaluated at the original

altitude, and unprimed quantities evaluated at the new altitude. This effect

% %0%
%•
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produces an expected decrease of 2% in the fall velocities, much smaller

than required to produce the observed phenomenon.

It is possible that the terminal velocities of the cloud particles

decrease significantly as they become smaller due to evaporation (or

sublimation) into a low relative humidity environment. Another possibility is

that the addition of moisture to the atmosphere caused by the evaporation

of cloud particles can decrease the rate of evaporation for particles falling

at a later time, causing a time dependent lowering of the evaporation

altitude. This latter mechanism can produce a curved cloud bottom in RTI

displays without the need for the entire cloud to descend with time.

Quantitative evaluation of these two possible causes for the observed

cloud shapes are beyond the intended scope of this thesis. Because of the

complex interaction of the environment with the descending cloud

particles, evaluation would require the development of a sophisticated %

model. Further, more detailed knowledge of the environmental conditions
is required than is currently available. In addition, evaluation of these

effects is complicated by environmental wind sheer and the effects of

synoptic scale advection. An estimate of the effects of wind sheer on this

data indicated that the cloud view presented in this RTI was a slice through

a complex three-dimensional cloud structure. Detailed evaluation of the

true cirrus cloud profiles will therefore await a more powerful lidar with real

time scanning capabilities.

The increasingly mottled appearance of the displays with altitude in

figures 10 - 22 is a function of the photon count statistics in the background

p.0 %

. 2,,.., t, ,,_. .. _.,2,.,. ,. o, ,,. ,,j ,. " .. '. . 2, "" '" . ' ."".' . "'..- ."" ":. :. , ". : .:"'" " " " . . . . . .." " " " .' I.*""
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light and backscatter signals. Thus the effects of background skylight on

signal integrity may be clearly seen by the conspicuous absence of noise

from 22:00 GMT on Oct. 27 to 12:00 GMT on Oct. 28 (local sunset to

sunrise). An evaluation of the HSRL sensitivity to this effect was presented

in part C of chapter III. Because of limitations imposed by the low average ...

power and per pulse energy of the current system transmitter (see Table

3.1), quantitative measurements have been restricted to a few data

segments which met the following criteria:

1. Cirrus with sufficiently small integrated optical depths to allow

estimation of the Rayleigh backscatter from below-cloud and --.5,

beyond-cloud altitudes.

2. Cases with reasonable homogeneity with regard to altitude

and physical thickness. Thus allowing time averaged

properties to be representative of true in cloud properties.

3. Cases where the above criteria held for at least 45 minutes in

daylight cases, and 20 minutes at night.

It was found that the HSRL FIRE data set contained only 4 hours of

data which met these criteria. Range resolved calibrated backscatter cross

section profiles for these cases are presented in figures 23 - 28.

Figures 23 - 28 were produced from 45 minute data sums (centered ."-.

on the stated time periods) according to equation 2.8. The separated

aerosol signal was applied directly, while the molecular signal was

smoothed according to a technique outlined in 3 below. The following

rationale was used to generate this technique:

1. Since the raw aerosol channel is spectrally narrow, the

• ., ,,. ... . . ., . ..-. .-. . . , . , . . - . .- ,. . - . % .. ,.,,% .. <N % '.-"' .,'.% -,, N N -,.%." *% , N> .
-.-....,~~~~.....o•.. . . .- .". ".... . .... .. . -" . . ... . .,, 4 N N' 5-- t %.%%_ %., •,

t. , - .- , .- - .--. -. .-. -. ..,. A. .',- ." 5-" ' "'' " '' ,'"'''-. ~ ~ %.~. . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
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effctvebackground skylight contribution to this channel is a

factor of 6 smaller than i_. the raw molecular channel; yet,

most of the information about particle backscatter is

contained in this channel. Thus, smoothing in addition to the

time average was not found to be necessary for the inverted

aerosol signal.

2. The separation of the aerosol scattering component of the

backscatter depends only on the calibration coefficients Cmm

and Oma (eq. 3.15). These coefficients have been
established with greater accuracy than Caa a. .d Cam, owing

to the smoothing effects of the convolution operation used in

their calculation (see eq.'s 3.17, 3.18). Thus, the magnitude of

the inverted aerosol return was considered to be an accurate

representation of the true, attenuated, particle backscatter.

3. As stated, the coefficients Caa and Cam are less well known,lo

therefore the inverted molecular signal return is subject to a

small cross-talk contribution in regions of strong partc,&5,

backscatter. In addition, the molecular profile is le -

noisy at the altitudes of interest. Consequent!y, ar'

the true molecular backscatter signal va

by a least squares fit of a range-at~e-_<--

based on the known densty --:1

above-cloud clear ar

regions wH*, ->
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section profiles for altitudes where the cross section is zero. -6

The in-cloud region of the molecular profile is then estimated

by connecting a straight line (in logarithmic domain) between

the upper end point of the beneath-cloud fit and the lower

end point of the above-cloud fit.

Negative backscatter cross sections are not physically possible;

however, the negative going portion of the scale has been plotted to f

illustrate the local noise component in the measurements. It is important to

note that there seems to be a slight systematic bias toward negative values 9
which decreases with range. This effect is particularly evident in the fig.

24. The bias is an artifact of small inaccuracies in the determination of

coefficients Cmm and/or Cma, and represents an overestimate of the

number of photons backscattered from molecules. An error of -.08% in

Cmm or +. 12% in Cma can account for the discrepancy on this day.

On scanning through the backscatter cross section plots from Oct. 31 _

(fig.'s 24 - 28), one can plainly see that, for this day, the bottoms of the 9- ,.-

11 km cloud layer were clearly defined. However, the tops of this layer -" ...

dissipated slowly with altitude. It is important to note that the total cloud-

layer optical thickness was less than 0.1. If one were to assume all the

cloud extinction occurred at one point in the profile then errors at any point

in the reported backscatter cross sections, due to the homogeneous-cloud

fitting scheme applied to the molecular signal, could not exceed 20%. Also

note that the cloud layer between 12 and 13 km (see fig. 27) had quite

sharply defined tops and bottoms, even while the lower cloud exhibited a

dissipating top structure. Therefore, the cloud top profiles indicated in the , r%

._ .,.-._...- ,-. .-.
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backscatter cross section plots are real phenomena, and not due to ,s

inaccurate compensation for extinction with cloud penetration.

Such dissipating cloud top structures may have important implications

for the estimation of cirrus cloud heights from space-borne lidar systems.

As can be seen from equation 1.1, it is possible that an appropriate

increase in backscatter cross section with range may just cancel the loss

of signal due to increasing 2-way optical depth with cloud penetration.

Under these conditions, the cloud may be invisible to simple lidar systems.

Under other conditions, the cloud height and layer thickness could be

poorly determined. This effect has been recently noted by other

researchers (Kunz (1987)).

In order to demonstrate this effect, it is possible to solve equation 1.1

for a family of extinction profiles which would yield straight log-linear return

signals. Assuming the extinction and scattering cross section are related

by a constant backscatter phase function, one may write the range

derivative of the logarithm of the lidar equation as: ?

d In 13(R) "-.RS d R 213 (R ),. -dR £

Where S is the log slope of the expected return signal. A Bernoulli

solution may be employed to reduce this representation to a first order

linear equation with the solution:

%. 
%
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B (R) 1

1 2] 2

(4.21)

Here R0 is the range at which the cloud begins, and B0 is the

extinction at that range. A

Fig. 29 presents the extinction profiles of three hypothetical clouds

which would be "invisible" to nadir viewing lidars with the signal detection

limits of 6, 4 and 1 (denoted A, B, and C) times the expected molecular

backscatter signal from 8 km calculated at a wavelength of 510 nm. The

clouds depicted in profiles A, B and C have respective optical depths of

1.1, .46, and .08 through the 3 km cloud thickness, and are thus both

realistic and radiatively significant. Curves A, B, and C were calculated

from eq. 4.21 to yield a log slope near 0 for a nadir lidar profile constructed
*d. -,;

according to eq. 1.1. B'O was then chosen so that the resultant down- hi
looking profile would produce a scattering ratio of 6, 4, or 1 for curves A, B,

and C, respectively*. Thus, for example, a nadir viewing lidar with a

minimum scattering ratio detection limit of 6 would not be capable of

distinguishing from noise the backscatter signals produced clouds A, B, or

C.

Scattering ratio is defined here as the observed cloud backscatter cross section (including

the effects of extinction) divided by the molecular backscatter cross section at 8 km

calculated using eq. 2.6 and the density values given in the U.S. Standard Atmosphere
(Hess (1979)).

%,
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Fig.'s 30, 31, and 32 depict the expected scattering ratio observations

from lidar systems viewing clouds described by the I. profiles A, B, and C,

respectively. The simulations assumed a fixed backscatter phase function

of .03 sr1 for the cloud particles. Udar profiles are plotted for each cloud ,

profile for both zenith viewing and nadir lidar observations. Note that for a

cloud with this soft top/distinct bottom structure, it is possible to see the

cloud bottom from below, but it may be possible to miss the cloud entirely

from above. Also note that in all cases the up-looking lidar would not see ."

the cloud tops because the backscatter cross section at this range must

decrease to a level insufficient to produce a signal which exceeds the

noise floor.

Extinction Profiles of "Invisible" Clouds

1000

E A Backscatter ratio

_ 100 ZitB ,4.

10

V.)

1 . .- % ,

6 7 10 11

Altitude (kin)

Fig. 29 From space, simple lidar systems with the detection limits A, B

or C (see text) would not be capable of recognizing a cloud with the . '

indicated extinction profile because the baL.,iscatter cross section

increase with range is just large enough to compensate for the added a %

%***.. 
%%'~..

% 
c
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|a

extinction with increasing penetration depth. Profiles A, B, and C have

3 km integrated optical thicknesses of 1.1, .46, and .08, respectively.

Lidar Profiles Calculated from Extinction Curve A
60'

" 50-

40

30 Zenith view from below cloud

20
10 Nadir view from above cloud ,.Re

0~
4 6 7 8 9 10 11

Altitude

Fig. 30 Simulated lidar profile calculated from extinction profile A. % %

Lidar Profiles Calculated from Extinction Curve B

12-

10 Zenith view from below cloud

8

6 Nadir view from above cloud

4
CO

2

0*
6 7 8 9 10 11

Altitude

Fig. 31 Simulated lidar profile calculated from extinction profile B.
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Lidar Profiles Calculated from Extinction Curve C
1.50

Zenith view from below cloud

1.25 0Nadir view from above cloud

cc 1.00.

m 0.75 -

0.50

0.25-

0.00,, ,

6 7 8 9 10 11

Altitude

Fig. 32 Simulated lidar profile calculated from extinction profile C.

Note that equation 4.21 demonstrates that it is physically possible to

generate 136(R) profiles with both positive and negative observed log-

slopes. In addition, slant angle entry into clouds can easily produce any

variety of signal slopes.

This phenomena does not affect the HSRL technique because of its

built-in molecular signal-dependent range calibration; but, the currently U",'

proposed space-borne systems are of the simple lidar type. It is important "-',..

that the designers of such systems and of lidar analysis techniques be

wary of this important effect. -,

Bulk extinction and backscatter phase function estimates coincident

with the backscatter cross section profiles have also been calculated using

equations 2.7 and 2.10 respectively, where the extinction measurements .,ap
% .1

%. 'P •- . OF % % ••o % ". % "% % o .
V. 040 * .0
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were calculated using the log slope of the in-cloud fit line noted in 3

above. In addition, the molecular scattering component has been removed

according to eq. 2.9 so that the reported values are cloud-particle

extinction cross sections (13a). The results of these calculations are

presented in Table 2. The temperature and RH% estimates presented in %

table 2 were obtained from high resolution radiosonde measurements

released from Platteville, Wisconsin as part of the FIRE effort. The relative

humidities values presented are questionable at these low temperatures

due to instrumental limitations.

In Fig. 33, the HSRL-determined backscatter phase functions are

plotted as a function of temperature. Error bars on the HSRL data are ±1

standard deviation estimated from the summed effects of statistical

variations in the background light subtraction and the estimated effects of

inaccuracies in the knowledge of Cma and Cmm on the inverted aerosol

signal (following the method presented in appendix V of Grund(1984)).

Table 2: Data Summa

Date Time Altitude 13a IPa/4 n* T RH

GMT km 10-5 m -1 sr 1  CO %

10/27/86 23:00 8 0 4 2±.85 .028 -32.6 70

10/31/86 14:25 10.5 2.4±.80 .030 -590 59

10/31/86 15.05 10.2 1.9±.72 .032 -51 5 62

10/31/86 15:45 9.1 2.7±1.1 .024 -41 5 68

10/31/86 1625 86 1.8±.83 .039 -380 69

10/31/86 16.25 12.1 1.2±.71 .023 -665 43

10/31/86 17:05 8.8 1,2±.45 .034 -393 69

10/31/86 1705 12.1 .68±.52 .045 -66.5 43

Errors in these measurements are plotted in fig 33.

".--.' ..
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Platt and Dilley (1984) (hereafter referred to as P&D) presented

observations which indicated a straight forward dependence of backscatter

phase function on temperature. The phase function values were

determined by indirect inference from coincident lidar and IR radiometer

measurements. This relationship is also plotted in fig. 33, for comparison.

The HSRL has made direct measurements of the backscatter phase

function; and, although the current data set is small, it does not

demonstrate this dependence of backscatter phase function on

temperature.

Backscatter Phase Function vs. Temperature -.

0.07-
=MC HSRL" "

0.06 -HSR"Platt& Dilley .0
0 0.05.

Z 0.04 .

i,. 0.03-

~ 0.02 .A

U 0.01 "

(U 0.00 ,
-70 -60 -50 -40 -30

Temperature (C)

Fig. 33 The relationship of Wa(x)/4n to temperature as reported by Platt &

Dilley (1984) is compared with the independent HSRL measurements

acquired during FIRE. A clear cut relationship between backscatter phase

function and temperature is not apparent in the latter data set. Mie

calculations show that an ensemble of liquid water spheres with an average 3,'

size parameter of 500 could be expected to exhibit a backscatter phase

function of .072 sr"1 (Shipley (1978)).

, . . % . . . . . . * %i t
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It is important to note several details of the P&D study. As stated in 1

the introduction to this thesis, P&D removed "anomolusly high" backscatter

events from their data set, possibly biasing the results. These were data

which did not fit an indicated relationship between radiometer determined

IR emissivity and lidar measured backscatter. The effects of such data

deletions on the functional form of the presented dependence are not

clear.

In addition, the radiometer measurements needed to be corrected for

surface light contributions. Such contributions to the radiometer signal may

have an altitude dependence. Since temperature is strongly correlated

with altitude, this effect may influence the relationship shown by P&D.

Further, it has been suggested that the inflection point in P&D's curve

is related to the temperature at which water droplets spontaneously freeze

without nucleation (in laboratory experiments). It is reasonable to expect a

shift in ice crystal habit and light scattering behavior at that temperature.

However, during FIRE, liquid water was never observed at temperatures
below -350 C (Heymsfield (1987)). If this is true of the general case, one

would expect the inflection to occur at a temperature 50 C warmer than

indicated by P&D. It is possible, however, that the ice condensation nuclei

found in coastal Australia may be significantly different from those found at

the mid-continent location of the HSRL measurements. I

S,.
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V. Summary and conclusions

This thesis has presented the methods by which the

University of Wisconsin high spectral resolution lidar technique

may be extended to observe cirrus cloud optical properties. The

effects of limitations of the current instrument configuration

with regard to calibration uncertainties and transmitted power

have also been examined. It is important to note that the HSRL is

the only currently available, operational, monostatic remote

sensing technique capable of making unambiguous and separate

determinations of backscatter phase function and extinction in

optically thin clouds.

In order to meet some of the needs established in the ,-.',

introduction, the following HSRL observations have been

reported:

1. A synoptic depiction has been presented of the cloud

cover over Madison, Wisconsin during the FIRE

experiment from 10/15 - 11/2 1986. The color RTI

displays clearly illustrate the variability, height,

physical thickness, and extent of cirrus clouds

during this period. Cloud layers often reach 3 km in

thickness, yet may be visually quite thin.

2. Measurements of calibrated backscatter cross

section have demonstrated the capabilities of the

HSRL with regard to operations at cirrus altitudes. V.

• ,,. ....-,,..-
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These observations have shown that cirrus cloud

tops may be ill-defined. This structure can have

detrimental effects on the consistency of

determination of cirrus cloud existence, altitudes

and thickness from space-borne simple lidar

systems.

3. Measurements of bulk average backscatter phase

function and extinction have been presented from

selected cirrus cloud observations. An attempt has VA

been made to verify the observed relationship

between backscatter phase function and

temperature presented in Platt and Dilley (1984).

Measurements made by the independent HSRL

technique do not show this simple relationship for

the cases studied.

The evaluation of the HSRL data set has revealed that an

increase in the per-pulse power of the laser transmitter would

allow observations of cirrus cloud optical properties with the

time and/or spatial resolution frequently seen in the evolution

of cloud features. To this end, a new, trequency stabilized

doubled YAG laser has been specified and is currently in the •

requisition stage. Integration of this new laser into the HSRL is

planned early next year. The new configuration should provide a

minimum per-pulse daylight signal gain of 80 over background

light which will reduce the necessary averaging time by a

-.... .. -.. .........- ... -.-... ..-..-........ ....... .......... . .. ........ -.. -- ,,- .
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factor of 40 (for conditions equivalent to those of 10/31). In

addition, this laser will reduce the non-statistical fluctuations

in the uniform aperture illumination tuning ratio observations,

thus decreasing the calibration uncertainty. This is because the

new laser will not require spectral stripping by an etalon. The

current CuC12 laser requires such stripping, and is subject to -

small drifts in the angular position of the optical axis. The

etalon converts these. short term angular drifts into spectral

drift.

By use of the calibration techniques established in this

thesis, and on incorporation of the new laser into the HSRL, it

will be possible to establish an on-going study of the time and

range resolved optical properties of cirrus.

% %
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Appendix A: Estimation of Multiple Scatter Effects

The term M(R) in equation 2.2 depends upon the probability of a photon

arriving at the receiver after more than one scattering event. This discussion

will use the techniques and results presented in Eloranta and Shipley

(1982) to estimate the accumulated effects of multiple scattering on the

HSRL cirrus measurements of 10/31/86. In that presentation, the component

of the return signal PN due to Nth order multiple scattering is calculated for

n small angle forward scatterings followed by a single backscatter which is %

subjected to a further m = N - n - 1 small angle forward scatterings before •

impinging on the receiver. The solution to this problem was given as-

N = 2 N-1  N-1 <j (It)> AN .,.l2- <a> ,A,,
P1 Nr (N-i)! t

(A 1)

Where:

P1  total return signal from single scatter events

PN total return signal from Nth order scatter events

<a> fraction of the total scattering in the forward scatter

peak

<7 (7[)>/IP (7) average normalized value of the backscatter

phase function

AN coefficients for estimation of the contribution of

,nultiple scattering for a coaxial monostatic lidar

in a spatially homogeneous cloud (see fig. A. 1)
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(0 <= AN <= 1) -b

Rc range to cloud base -

~~~~optical thickness from Rc toR :.'.Figures A.1 and A.2 show estimations of the parameters A N and

<1 (r)>/I(7c) as a function of dimensionless parameters, where XV is the

receiver half-angle FOV and <ef 2> is the mean square angle for forward

scattering by cloud particles. It is important to note that the narrow half-

angle FOV of the HSRL (160 jR) favors small '.'ah'rs of AN.

From the in-situ cloud samples gathered by Heymsfield (1987) over

Oshkosh, Wisconsin, it is believed that the phase function for the crystals

extant on this day were similar to the calculations presented in Liou (1980)

for randomly oriented hexagonal columns of 60/300 gm. Using Liou (1980)

the mean square iorward scatter angle is estimated to be 6.7 . 10-5 radians 2

which yields an AN of 0.2 from fig. A.1 for second order scattering and a

penetration depth of 2 km into a cloud with a base at 10 km. The average

value of the backscatter phase function is estimated as 0.7 from fig. A.2. In

addition, since the size parameter of the particles is large compared to the

laser wavelength, <a> is chosen as 0.5. The optical thickness of a 2 km Ile%

deep cloud is measured as 0.1 for the conditions observed on 10/31/86.

Using these criteria, the integrated second order scattering contribution

to M(R) is estimated to be 1.4% of the integrated single scatter return.

Multiple scattering contributions are therefore quite small for the HSRL in

thin cirrus measurements and are neglected in the calculations of optical

properties in this thesis.

N
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FIGURE A.1 variation of the coefficients A. as a function of

-I the parameter T 2 for 2 < N < 6. These coefficients can be used

to estirate the contribution of multiple scattering to a coaxial
monostantc lidar signal from a spatially homogeneous medium of%

lostropic backscatters. The area enclosed by the dashed line is

shown in an expanded view in Fi. 2.
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FIGURE A.2 The average backscatter phase function for a
spatially homogeneous med-,um with Rc = 0, Q I and 2 < N <6. *

The abscissa is given in terms of the ratio of squared half angle

receiver field of view to the mean square angle for forward
scattering.
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